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CHA.flD I 
Statement of the Problem and Review of the Literature 
This is the report of an experiment in Word Analysis 
work conducted in one Grade III classroom during a six week 
period in March and .Apri~ 1954. A series of exercises 
written by various graduates of Boston University Graduate 
School of Education were given the children. They were 
tested .before and after the six weeks of exercises in an 
affort to determine whether or not the word analysis work 
had ~proved the reading ability of the class as a whole. 
There were eighteen children in the class which is such a 
small. sample that the experimental results could not in any 
way be considered conclusive. Benefits were derived, how-
ever, by both pupils and teacher; pupils by their read~ 
improvement, and the teacher, as a result of the experience 
gained in the concrete application of the principles of word 
Analysis under controlled conditions. 
To some degree Word Analysis can be said to be as 
ancient as the Jrinted word itself, since the first written 
or carved symbols were intended to bring about better 
communication between man and man, even as our printed words 
are today. 
The second man who interpreted or read what the first 
drew or carved had to break down the meanings and rebuild 
them in to concepts of his own which is in effect the same 
process as that used to read. Reading is not an end in 
itself. It is only a means of getting communications from 
a mind other than one's own, and that communication will. be 
more rapid and more exact depending on the efficiency with 
which the symbols; (that is letters, words, and sentences) 
are used by the writer, and the skill of the reader in 
observing and apprehending the symbols. The aim of the 
teacher of reading is to increase that skill. 
Until fifteen years ago there tended to be, in many 
school systems, too much emphasis on Phonics which is only 
one part of Word Analysis. 
It has also been proved that excessive attention 
to phonetic analysis as the only means of identifying 
words has caused special types of difficulty in 
reading. Children have become so word-conscious 
that they have lost interest in the meanings and in 
addition have lost the ability to see the whole word 
for.m as a result of their attention to dissecting 
its parts • Other harmful effects of over..;emphas is 
on phonics has been habits of word-calling! narrow 
eye-span, slow comprehension, and mmatura 
articulation. 
On the other hand, it has been :found that 
children when left to themselves do use some sort 
of analysis. If this is so we should be able to 
help them form a more effective way of at~cking 
words then they may evolve for themselves. 
Then the pendulum swung the other way and word 
analysis work was omit.ted from the educational picture. 
The child was left largely to his own devices 
in working out techniques far identifYing unfamiliar 
words. What was overlooked was the fact that many 
,!/ Pennell, Mary E. and Cusack, Alice M., The Teachinfnof 
Reading for Better Living. Boston: Houghton Miff'l~ 
Company, 1935. Page 205 . 
2 
pupils, witho.ut systematic training in working out 
words, would be confusid and would fail to attack 
new words efficiently. 
The eff'ort is now being directed toward a more balanced 
method of teaching whereby the teacher takes advantage of 
every channel of communication available in reaching the 
pupils t minds. 
A Word Analysis Program is intended to give the pupils 
a more comprehensive mental grasp of words by presenting 
them to their attenti.on in many different ways which may 
be classified generally as: 
1. Con textual 
2. Phonetic 
3. Structural 
~ontextual Approach 
It is now more ar less axiomatic in education that new 
concepts are be~ retained in the memory when presented as 
an outgrowth of and in connection with old and familiar 
things 
It is desirable to delay instruction in Word 
Analysis until the child has acquired a sight. 
vocabulary of seventy-five to one hundred words -
this will permit him to experience the pleasure of 
connected r.·ead:ing and to Wlders~nd the. purposes and 
products of reading instruction. · 
1/ Adams, Fay and Gray, Lillian, and Reese, Dora. Teaching 
Children to Read. New York: The Ronald Press Company, 
1949. Page 327 . 
?I Durrell, Donald D., Improvement of Basic Reading 
Abilities. Yonkers-on:Hudson, New Yorkt World Book 
~ompany, 1945. Page 198. 
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Also_, according to Durrel~, only words in the child • s 
vocabulary should be used far word analysis wark. 
For practice in ward analysis no word should 
be included unless it is already in the child's 
hearing and speaking vocabulary. Otherwise the 
child has only a meaningless combination of 
sounds as a result. of his word study .1 
Based on these ~inciples all word analysis work should 
begin _with reading which is within the pupil's mental 
capacity and no effort should be spared to see that in the 
course of this reading the pupils understand the meaning of 
the words in relation to the text, using picture clues as 
well as context clues for recognition purposes. This read-
1 ing work is continually enlarging and clarifying a sight 
vocabulary which is the ground for the development of 
phonetic analysis. 
Individual differences are respected in the 
new programs. The child is not forced to memorize 
rules but makes his own workable generalizations 
as the result of meaningful experiences with words 
in contextual settings • . Natural pupil initiative 
and interest are utilized instead of being 
stimulated artificially by tricks and devlces.2 
11 Durrell, Donald D., Improvement of Basic Reading 
Abilities. Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York: World Book 
Company, 1945. Page 199. 
gj Adams, Fay and Gray, Lillian and Reese, Dora. 
Teaching Children -to Read. New York: The Ronald Press 
Company, 1949. Page 321. 
4 
Phonetic Approach 
This is the process of relating the sounds of words to 
their printed forms. 
It has been practically the only method taught 
in the past to help the children work out the 
pronunc.iation of words. This method requires the 
analysis of words into their phonetic elements and 
the blending of them together ~o that the total 
word is produced or suggested.~ 
If there were complete correspondence in a language 
between the printed word and pronounced work it would result 
in a perfectly phonetic orthographic system. In all early 
systems of orthography there was probably a fairly close 
correspondence but with the growth of large nations, the 
spread of printing, and the diffusion of a large amount of 
literature, orthographies tend to beccme fixed and static 
until there is no longer a developing correspondence between 
sound and symbol. This is our situation with the English 
language today but there is still remaining a sufficient 
closeness of the relationship between symbol and sound so 
that we can take advantage of it in teaching. ..~s a matter 
of fact, if the divergence between symbol and sound became 
too great it would be almost impossible for any ordinary 
mind to master the reading of the language. Only those 
with a phenomenal memory development could do so. 
1/ Pennell, Mary E. and Cusack Alice M., The Te~ching of 
Reading for Better Living. ~oston: Houghton Mifflin 
Company, 1935. Page 205 . 
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Phonetic analysis therefore should bring to the 
attention of the pupil those rules which govern where there 
is phonetic correspondence and those rules which govern 
where · the word is not pronounced as it sounds. 11Word 
analysis is an aggregate of transfer skills to be applied in 
reading as the need arises. 1 
There are two basic approaches to phonetic teaching and 
both should be used in the classroom; 
1. Organic 2. Acoustical 
The first is from .the speakers point of v.iew, the 
second, the hearer's. From a memory standpoint this in turn 
corresponds to the kinesthetic and the auditory impression. 
This means that if the pupil to whom one explains the 
' relationship of sound and spelling is drilled in saying the 
word as well as hearipg it. Two distinct memory channels 
are stimlated. When the pupil says the word, certain 
muscles of the throat and mou~ are activated ~ an organic 
or kinesthetic impression; and when the pupil hears the 
word, (ear training), there is an auditory impression. 
This means that ptrt of our phonetic analysis work 
should be devoted to gra~ readirig or recitation using rhyme 
and contrast wherever possible. 
1/ Durrell, Donald D., Improvement of Basic Reading 
- Abilities. Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York: World Book 
0 ompany, 1945. Page 200 . . 
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There is often no relationship between. the word 
analysis exercises and the reading lesson of the day. 
Since the reading period is devoted primarily to 
helping the child derive pleasure and meaning fran 
the reading material, and since wcrd analysis · 
exercises are d~signed primarily to call attention 
to word structures rather than to word meaningst it 
is ·important that there be a separate period for this 
work."!. 
Structural Approach 
This final form of word analysis is intended to 
establish visual memory impressions as well as an under-
standing of word structure. 
At this point two observations should be made: 
First? word-recognition learnings are cumulative; 
that 1s previously learned skills are used at 
increasingly higher levels of efficiency as new 
skills are added. Second, word-recognition skills 
are developed so that they canplement one another; 
that is, for example, the elementary skills involved 
in the structural analysis of· words are introduced 
as soon as progress is being made with the phonetic 
analysis of words. A gradual t .ransi tion is made 
from the "letter" phonics of' monosyllables to the 
ttsyllable" phonics af words with two or more 
syllables • As facility in phonetic analysis is 
achieved more and more attent~on is given to the 
structural analysis of wards. 
It is a very basic form af word knowledge being really a 
simplified entomology. ttThis distinguishing between 
Durrell, Donald D., ImProvement of Basic Readini 
Abilities. Yonkers-on4udson, New York: Wor!dook 
Company, 1945. Page 201. 
Betts, E. ,A.., Foundations of Read~ Instruction. 
New York& American Book Company,sO. Page 645. 
7 
differen objects by their forms is called visual 
discrimination. ul 
Starting with root words of one syllable such as big, 
boy, dog, man we go to two syllable root. words such as 
little, woman, mother and from there to prefixes and 
suffixes. Only the most commonly used prefixes and 
suffixes should be taught in Grade III. "There are fifteen 
prefixes that account for eighty-two percent of the total 
number of prefixes. 112 These are enough to concentrate on. 
There are a larger number of basic suffixes but even these 
should be limited to about twenty of the most common, 
starting with plurals, the final y, the final er and the 
effect of the final e as has been pointed out by 
Thorndike. 3 Emphasis in structural analysis should be on 
the visual and motor memory channels. The child must learn 
to see and write the words. By so doing he will be 
!l 
~I 
McKee P., The Teachm of Reading in the Elementa~ 
Schoo i. Hough ton Mi 1ri Co • , Boston , 1~48. Page 5 . 
Thorndike, E.L., from the Russell Stauffer Stuqy based 
on frequency analysis made from "A Teachers Word Book of 
20,000 Words•" New York: Bureau of Publications,Teachers 
College, Columbia University, 1945. 
Thorndike, E .L. , "The Teaching o:f English Suffixes n. 
New York: Bureau of Publications, Teachers College, 
Columbia University, 1941. Page 145. 
8 
acquiring what might be called a simplified knowledge of 
the science of basic entomology. 
Summarizing, this is a third grade program which 
activates the child's word knowledge through every memory 
channel; auditory, organic, motor and visual. It should 
bring the pupil into fourth grade work with a familiarity 
with some of the basic principles of word recognition. 
9 
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CHAPTER II 
p·1an of Procedure 
This paper is an attempt to measure the reading achieve-
ment and the word ana~sis ability of the children in. one 
classroom before and after six weeks of word analysis work. 
The exercises used were taken from an unpublished 
thesisl in the Boston University School of Education 
Library. However, at the end of every week's work, the_ 
writer made an original review lesson. 
The plan of procedure follows: 
1. The first twenty-five lessons in "Building Word Power~ 
were given to the class so that they would have some 
groundwork. 
- At the Beginning of the Six Week Period -
2. The Otis Quick-Scoring Mental Ability Test, the Alpha 
Test, was given to the class and the results recorded. 
3. The Metropolitan Elementar.y Reading Test, For.mR, was 
given to the class and the results recorded. 
4. A Phonics Test made by the writer, covering only the 
work given in the exercises, was given to the class 
and the resu1ts recorded. 
Geach, Ellen M.; Fossa, Mary T.; Sullivan, Eleanor E.; 
Kiernan, Helen M.; Kelley, Priscilla M.; O'Leary, 
Kathleen M.: nExercises for Word Analysis in Grades II 
and III." Unpublished Ed. M. Service Paper, Boston 
University School of Education, 1949. 
5. The above mentioned word analysis exercises were 
then given to the class every morning for a period 
of six weeks. 
- At the End of the Six Week Period -
6. The Metropolitan Elementary Reading Test, Forms, was 
given to the class. ani the results recorded. 
7. The class was also retested w.ith t.he Phonics Test 
used at the beginning of the six week period and 
the results recorded. 
8. The childrens' records were then tabula ted; Medians 
were established, and s·tandard Deviation was found. 
Description of the Phonics Tes~ 
The writ,er constructed Phonics Test eonsists of f'if'ty 
items, each one counting two points. The test was given at 
the beginning and end of the six week period of word 
analysis exercises. 
Part I tests the ability of the child to hear vowe~ 
sounds in simple one syllable words. 
Part II. determines the proficiency with which a child 
recognizes certain vowel combinations. It also tests an 
understanding of the rule concerning the final silent e 
which gives a vowel the long sound. 
Part III measures the ability to hear and recognize 
double vowels. 
11 
Part IV tests the ability to hear and perceive certain 
simple blends., 
Part V measures the ability to hear and recognize 
certain suffixes and endings. 
T.he writer attfltmpted to inolude in the Phonics Test 
every item taught in the day to day exercis~s ot. thi$ 
study• 
The following list shows what is :i.ne luded in every 
exercise given in the exper~ent. 
ORDER OF EXERCISES 
March 1 - bl, cl, fl, gl, pl, sl, br, cr, tr, dr, pr, fr, 
gr, ch, w.h, th, sh, sw, and tw 
March 2 le and en (endings) 
March 3 - Vowel Definition 
March 4 - Long and short • i' 
March 5 - Review of week's wark 
March 8 - Long and short 'a' 
March 9 - est, ies, ly, ed (endings) 
March l.O - ch (final. sound) 
March ll - ng, nt. (endings) 
March 12 - Review of first two week's work 
March 15 - Long and short • o 1 
March 16 - ck (final sound) 
March 17 - sh ( fina 1 sound) 
March 18 - ing 
March 1.9 - Review of' 2nd and 3rd week's work 
12 
March 22. - Long and short t e ' 
March 23 - ou. and ow 
March 24 - rhymes. and er (end~ 
March 25 - ao 
March 26 - Review of 3rd and 4th week" s work 
March 2§ - Long and short 'u' 
March 30 - s and es (endings) 
March 31 - Lazy e 
April 1 ue and ew 
April 2 - Review of 4th and 5th week 
April 5 - Rule for "two vowels 
April 6 - oa, oe 
April 7 ee, ea 
Apri1 8 - Review of first three week's work 
April 9 - Review: of second three week's work 
The following exercises were done by the follow~ people. 
March. 1 Fossa 
March 2 O'Leary 
March 3 Kelley First Week 
I 
, March 4 Kelley 
h.:~b. § ll;i.D~I;Q 
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I 
March 8 Kelley 
March 9 Sullivan 
March 10 O'Lear.y 
March 11 Sullivan & O'Leary 
March 12 Dineen 
March 15 Kelley 
March 16 Ki.ernan & 0' Leary 
March 17 Sullivan 
March 18 Sullivan 
March 19 Dineen 
March 22 Kelley 
!larch 2.3 Kelley 
March 24 QtLeary & Kiernan 
!larch 25 Kelley 
March 26 Dineen 
March 29 Kelley 
March 30 Sullivan 
March 31 Kelley 
April. 1 Kelley 
April 2 Dineen 
April. 5 Kelley 
April 6 Kelley 
·April. 7 Kelley 
April 8 Dineen 
April 9 Dineen 
14 
S.econd Week 
Third Week 
Fourth Week 
Fifth Week 
Sixth Week 
\i 
1/ I 
II 
I 
r I 
i 
II 
II j: 
I 
1: 
1: 
I 
I 
I! 
II 
j! 
I 
! 
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CHAPTER III 
Analysis of Data 
The purpose of this report is to measure the read:lng 
achievement and the ward analysis ability of the children 
in one classroom before and after six weeks of word analysis 
exercises. 
The results of this study are not statistically 
significant because of the short tine in which the study 
was conducted and the small number of children included. 
The childrents records were tabulated. The data were 
analyze.d to show: 
1. Comparison of I.Q. and chronological Age. 
2. Metropolitan Reading Scores before teaching. 
3. Phonic Test scores before teaching. 
4. Metropolitan Read~ scores after teaching. 
5. Phonic Test scores after teaching. 
6. Comparison of the scares of the Metropolitan Reading 
Test before and after the six weeks of word analysis 
exercises. 
7. Comparison of the scores of the Phonic Test before 
and after the six weeks of word analysis exercises. 
8. Individual gains on the Metropolitan Reading Tests. 
9. Individual gains on the Phonic Tests. 
TABLE I 
Comparison of r. Q. and Chronological Age of 18 Third 
Grade Children 
No, of Cases I,Q, Mean S.D. ean S.D. 
18 96.37 19 8.10 10 
In a comparison of I.Q. and Chronological Age of 
eighteen third grade children, the mean I.Q. was 96.37 which 
is what could be normally expected in a class of this size. 
The Standard Deviation for. I.Q. is 19, 
The mean of the Chronological Ages is eight years and 
ten months which is also normal. The Standard Deviation is 
10. 
TABlE II 
March Scores on Metropolitan Read~· Test-Form R 
No, of Cases Range Mean. S. D. 
18 2.3 - 5.9 3.3 1.13 
The scores of the eighteen children in the class ranged 
from a low of second grade, three months to a high of fifth 
grade, nine months. The mean, as may be observed on the 
above Table is third grade, three months and the Standard 
Deviation is 1.1.3. 
1 6 
TABLE III 
March Scores on Phonies Inventory Test 
No. of Cases Range Mean S.D. 
18 22 - 98 72.33 18.7 
The scores. on the first Phonic Test ranged from a low 
of 22 to a high of 98. The Mean was 72.33 and the Standard 
Deviati.on was 18.7. 
TABLE I!.J 
April Scores on Metropolitan Reading Test-FOftl ·,S 
No. of Cases Mean s.n. 
18 2.2 .,. 6.7 3.8 
The scores on the second Metropolitan Reading Test -
Form S ranged from second grade, . two months to sixth grade, 
seven months. The mean is third grade, e~ht months .and 
the Standard Deviation is 1.12. 
17 
TABLE V 
April Scores on Phonics Inventory Test 
No. of Cases Bange Mean s.n. 
18 20 - 100 83.55 19.1 
The scores on the second Phonics Test ranged from 20 
to 100. The Mean was 83.55 which is high. The Standard 
Deviation was 19.1. 
TABLE V·I 
Compariso.n of Means on the Metropolitan Reading Test 
Test No. Mean S.D. 
Initial 18 
Final 18 
3.3 
3.8 
1.13. 
1.12 
s.E. 
M 
.777 
.888 
Dif:t. S.E. C.R. 
Dift. 
.5 1.17 .427 
The second time the Metropolitan Reading Test was 
given the Mean was five months higher. 'Bb-e Standard 
Deviation remained almost the same. The results are not 
statistically significant. 
18 
TABlE: VII 
Comparison of Means on the Phonic Inventory Test 
Test No. Mean S. D. s. E. Dif~ S. E. C.R'. 
M Dift 
Initial. 18 
Final. 1.8 
72.33: 
83.55 
18 .• 7 
19.1 
4.41 
11.22 6.59 
4.90 
The secand time the Phonic Test was given the Mean 
showed a gain of 11.22. The Standard Deviation showed 
almost no change. The results are. not sta tistical.ly 
significant. 
1.'102 
19 
20 
TABLE VIII 
Individual Gains on Metropolitan Reading Test 
Iiiitiai Score Fili8l Score Galri 
1 5.9 6.7 8 
2 5.4 5.9 s 
3 4.3 4.7 4 
4 4.3 4.6 3 
5 2.4 4.0 1.5 
6 3.3 4.0 6 
7 2.9 4.0 1.1 
8 3.6 3.9 3 
9 3.2 3.8 6 
10 3.1 3.6 5 
11 3.1 3.5 4 
12 3.2 3.3 1 
13 3.2 3.2 0 
14 2.7 3.2 5 
15 3.0 3.0 0 
16 2.0 2.4 4 
17 2.9 2.3 
- 6 
18 2.3 2.2 - 1 
Table VIII 
\ 
I 
c=~~-1-
1 
The difference between the scores on the first and second II 
forms of the Metropoli t...q,n Reading Test ranged from an increase 11 
of eight months to a loss of six months • 
• 
I 
I 
1: 
II 
,, 
I 
22 
TABLE IX 
Individual Gains on Phoni.c Test 
Initial Score Fiilal Score Gain 
1 98 100 2 
2 92 98 6 
3 90 100 10 
4 88 96 8 
5 76 94 18 
6 86 92 6 
7 78 82. 4 
8 88 96 8 
9 76 80 4 
10 68 90 22 
11 72 98 26 
12 52 76 24 
13 64 88 24 
14 84 88 4 
15. 64 58 
- 6 
16 44 20 -24 
17 22 68 46 
18 60 80 20 
I 
II 
II 
I 
·' II 
II 
'I 
Table IX 
The difference between the scores on the Phonic Test the 
first time it wa.s given and the second time, ranged from an 
increase of 46 points to a loss of 24 points. 
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Chapter IV 
Summar y and Conclusi on 
CHAPTER IV 
Summary arid Conclusion 
The children in a third grade classroom were given a 
phonic test and a reading test at the beginning and at the 
end of a six week period of word analysis exercises. Since 
these children had little or no ability in word analysis 
work, the question in the mind of' the writer was would the 
children improve in their reading ability as a result of 
this contact with word analysis work. If the class showed 
a marked improvement, in their reading ability, the writer 
would have a capsule six week word analysis program to 
incorporate into the yearly reading program. 
From the results of this study it would appear that 
word analysis work helped the general leve~ of read~ 
ability. Though the results were not great enough to yield 
significant differences, there was a gain in both word 
analysis and reading. Had the study run for a longer period 
o.f time, the differences could have been more marked. The 
results did show the writer that this type of material was 
worthwhile and needed. 
In view of the fact that the study was conducted on 
such a small sample, the results can, of course, have no 
true value, except by the benefits derived by both teacher 
and pupils; the pupils by their reading improvement, and 
the teacher because of' the active experience of' teaching 
word analysis. 
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March ~ -
Fossa General Review ot Bl.ends 
b~, cl, tl., gl, sl, p~L dr, tr, cr, br, gr, pr·, tr, 
wn, ch,sh, ~, sw, tw 
Make pennies ot sane stit:f paper about. the. size of a 
quarter. Put a blend on each "pennytt. Make many pennies 
with the ~RUDe blend printed on it. 
Say, "how maey of you have seen a wishing well? 
What do you do at a wishing well?n 
ttToday we are going to have our own wishing well. 
I'm even goiQg to give you pennies to toss into the well. 
On each penny you will see a blend. It you ean tell us a 
word that starts with the same blend as the one on your 
penny, you may toss your penny into the well and make a 
wish." 
25 
Karch 1 
Fossa 
Put review blends on the board. 
Say "In each sentence there is a word that is not 
:finished. Use these blends on the board to :finish each word. 
Write the whole word on your paper. •• 
1. Eat a good --eakfas t each morning. 
2. Did you --ink your milk? 
3. The --ound was covered with snow. 
4. See the horse --ot in the parade. 
5. The baby --ied when he fell. 
6. Be sure the bread is --esh. 
7. My, that is a --etty picture. 
8. Always walk down the --airs. 
19. His arm was --oken whe·n he :fell from the tree. 
10. The --earn came :from the engine. 
11. Don't step on the new --ass. 
12. The clowns do --icks. 
13. We could hear the boys playing their --ums. 
14. The children asked me to tell a --ory. 
26 
March. 2 
O'Leary Lesson 15 
Practice with 'le • as a final sound 
Here are some words that you can read. Add I.e to each 
of these words to . make a new word and write it on the line. 
Write your new word in one of the sentences below. 
sing trick..__ __ 
pick..__ __ 
start 
---
beet. ___ _ 
crack ____ _ 
spark ____ _ 
need. ___ _ 
1. I will get a ---- and mend the rip in your trousers. 
2. See the sun on the snow. 
3 • I would like to have a in my p-icnic lunch. 
4. A sudden noise will the baby. 
5. The children were not able to find a ----penny. 
6. As the ice melts, the stream will---- along 
through the woods. 
7. The big black ---- crawled along the branch of the 
tree. 
8~ As the leaves burn, listen to them • 
27 
March 2 
O'Leary Lesson 21 
Practice with 'en' as a final sound 
Add en to eac-h of these words to make a new word. 
Write the new word in the sentence where it belongs. 
fall rough, 
quick __ sick 
soft hard 
fast thiek 
sweet_ black 
1. Put the chocolate on the stove to it. 
2. The baby bird has :f'r om t.h e branch of the tree. 
3. Mother will mix flour w.ith the sauce to ---- it .• 
4. We use sugar to ---- our food. 
5. The workman used sandpaper to ---- the board. 
6. Eating too much candy will you. 
7. Before we can eat the ice cream, we must wait for it to 
----· 
8. The soldiers ---- their step to keep in time to the 
music. 
9. Mother is too tired to ___ the stove today. 
1.0. Jack will ---- the bell around his dog's neck. 
28 
March 3 
Kelley - Seventh week 
Definition 
Sometimes 1a•, 'e', 'i', 'o', tu•, and 'y' have long 
and short sounds. These letters are called vowels. Vowels 
are letters having long and short sounds. 
"Vowels are very important far every word has at least 
one vowel in it. tt 
Let the class take any book they have in their desks 
and try to find any word which does not have a vowel. Let 
them look for a few minutes. 
Have the foll.owing list of words on the board. 
hide 
pie 
broken 
feet 
garden 
chickens 
ice 
sat 
line 
child 
Jane 
dog 
her 
story 
dress 
game 
Go through the word underlining each vowel and pointing 
out to the class that every word has at least one vowel. 
Now review the chart of pictures whose titles contain 
short vowel sounds, pointing out the short sounds by 
emphasizing them. 
Next ask the class what a vowel says when it has a long 
sound.. 
29 
On the board make columns for long and short sounds of 
each vowel. Go over t.he list of wards, putting each word in 
it's correct column. 
• 
afraid 
wey 
race 
be 
mother 
letter 
did 
most 
up 
train 
city 
shall 
umbrella 
end 
errand 
presents 
coat 
clock 
scrub 
sly 
rub 
ready 
30 
March 4 
Kelley 
Short 'i.' 
Now we know that ' i' can say its own name. What is this 
sound? Today we' 11 find out that, t i' can say something 
else, too. Listen to these words: 
big did his line kitten i:f 
This is the short sound of 'it • You can remember this 
by saying the short sound o:f 'I' sounds as it does in 
'Indian'. 
Now l .isten again as I say the words. See if' you can 
hear the short sound o:f 'i'. 
Play a game with flash cards. Have cards with words 
containing 'i'. Flash the card. 
If' the eard has short IiI stand up. 
Call upon one child to say t .he word. Use these words. 
big give kit.e :find 
it sister ride time 
did win night trip 
Put a list of words on the blackboard. Write the 
headings 'long i 1 , 'short i' • Have the class write on :paper 
words under their proper headings. 
Ask the class to bring in pictures of things having 
• long i' and 'short i' in. their names. Also have them bring 
in words from magazines or newspapers having such sounds in 
them. Make a cl:art o:f the pictures am another of the words. 
31 
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March 4 
Long 'I' 
Write t i' and 1 I' on the blackboard. 
Say, ••What is this letter? This letter is used in all 
these wordst" (have the following words on the blackboard) 
kite find like time fire high 
"Can you read these wards for me?" 
(All the class read together.) 
"Now listen as I say them..tt (Emphasize •I•) 
"In each of these wards, the letter 'i' says its own 
name. When 'i' says it.s own na.ma, it has the 'long' sound. 
Say these words after me. First listen for the long sound 
of 'i' , then say it so I can hear it.." 
five smile fire hide time kite king 
Put this list of wards on the board: 
slide side skip riding might magic quiet 
"Let's read them together. Which ones have long 'i' in 
them? Clap your hands if you hear one word not having long 
Have different children come to the board and circle the 
words having ~ong 'i • • 
A practice exercis~ follows. Say, "Read these lists of 
words and put a circle around all the words ·which have long 
'i 1 • Some words do not have long 1 i'. Be careful." 
3 2 
kind 
wild 
light 
slide 
stile 
fine 
wise 
kite 
hide 
time 
Write the words on the line which rhymes with the word 
in the balloon.. See how many balloons you can get. 
7 
_,.3_ _ _____________ _ 
_ .l.j ________ - ~--- ----
_£ _____ _______ - ------ lo 
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Get a picture ar- an Indian. Mount it and put the 
letter !tit beside it. In this way start a chart of the 
short sounds of the vowels. Add a picture as each. short 
sound is studied. 
List of words to be separated into long and short. 
• i' sounds: 
trip 
kill 
pig 
stick 
ice 
stile 
chimney 
bite 
brick 
kind 
bridge 
begin 
bicycle 
bright., 
quiet 
child 
dime 
fill 
hide 
smile 
34 
March 5 
First Week's Review 
"This morning let's see · how much you can remember of 
t.his week's work.•' 
Have a fish bowl. full of fish with one of the beginning 
blends on each one. Let different children in the class 
draw or catch a f'isb. and give a word beginning with the 
blend on it. Do this orally so that the rest of the class 
will be reviewing by listening. 
Put the following words on the board: 
sweet___ tick___ soft ___ 
need_ 
pick_ 
quick_ 
black_ 
start_ 
spark_ 
Tell the children to add either 1!!, or .!n to make a new word. 
Then have them read the word. Do this orally. 
Ask someone to give the names of the vowels. Write the 
following words on the board. 
had paper desk eraser cover blank drop self kept, 
Have different children come up to the board and encircle the 
vowels. II 
Say, "Remember boys and girls that a vowel has what we 
call a l.ong and a short sound. Let's put the following wons 
in a long and a short sound column." 
bat _ we moth better lid frost cup blame fit ball 
umer bend sister l.ine shock rub smoke ride triek 
Do this on their own paper. 
35 
"Now we are going to review long and short 'i' • " 
Put the following words in the right column - long or short 
sound. 
big night. 
kitten mind 
fire 
wiri 
sister did 
Have them do this on their own paper. 
smile wif"e 
36 
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March 8 
Kelley - second week 
Long 'a • 
Listen to these words. See if you can hear the letter 
•a• in each word. 
baby came Jane paint wait play day make place 
gave 
'At says it 1 s own name in these words. Therefore 1 a. 1 
is l.ong. It has the long sound \\hen it says it's own name. 
Put the following list of words on the board. 
gave made afraid 
ate babies. care 
face fail game 
late maple paper 
table taste 
"Each word has a long •a 1 in it.. Let us read them 
carefully so we can hear the sound. 11 
Have the children point to the letter 'a'. 
11Now see if you can read these sentences. In each 
sentence there are some words which have long 'at. Write 
on your paper a list o:f just the words having long •a• 
sounds. " · 
Jane was playing tl'at her doll was a baby. 
Did you taste the cookies that mother made? 
The child was playing under the maple tree. 
She gave a piece of paper and a pencil to each child. 
We shall sit at this table. while we play school. 
Do not be afraid. I shall take care o:f you. 
- -- -='-=---
Have you wa.she.d your hands and face? 
Sue liked to e.a t cake. 
What places did you see today? 
We had to wait for a car. 
Get pictures of things with . a l.ong 'a' in their names 
and get words. with l.ong 'a' fran the newspapers as done for 
'i •• 
38 
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• 
Kelley 
Long and Short 'a' 
When 'a' is short, it sounds as it does in apple. 
When 'a' is long, it says its own name. 
I'm going to say some words. As I say each word, 
I • 11 call on someone to tell me whether it.. has long or 
short 'a'. I will write it on the board under either long 
'a' or short 'a r • 
hand play day 
snake am glad 
last asked Grandmother 
baby cake had 
at same happy 
gave came have 
Jack Jane make 
Now read the words together in the ~ong 'a' column. 
Listen for the sound of long 'a'. Read the words together 
in the short •a• column. Listen for the sound of short 
1 a' • Be sure to hear the sound of 'a' as it is in 1 apple 1 • 
Help the two little pigs build their chimneys. One 
is using bricks made of long 'a' words. If you can write 
a long 'a' word in each brick in the long •a• chimney, 
then you have helped that pig. If you can write a short 
'a' word. in the other pig's chinmey, then you have helped 
him build his chimney. 
39 
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-- -- -- -
H.ere are the words to put in the chimneys: 
crack dance pay sway game 
taste land rabbit. tabl.e fair 
than late sand answer fail. 
train maple sat. animal face. 
trap magic shake ate pair 
wag paper stand bag balance 
waste pass cap carry- change 
black care 
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March 9 
Sullivan VI 
Exercise III 
In the biggest tree in the forest same robins made a 
nest. They made it in the shortest time but it was the best 
nest they had ever made.. 
When the. sun went down in the we.s t the lit tl.e robins 
took a rest. 
-l 
Write the answer to these que.stions. Each answer is a 
word that ends in W• 
~. What word tells the kind of tree.? 
2.. Where was the tree? 
(biggest) 
(forest) 
3. What word tells som.ething about the time? (shortest) 
(best) 4. What word tells something about the nest? 
5. Where did the sun go down? (west) 
6. What did the robins build? (nest) 
7. What word tells what the robins did when the sun went 
down? (rest.) 
42 
II 
Smith, E. P. 
Wri tt.en directions. 
Exercise XXXIX 
ies, est, ly, ed 
After each word write one of the following endings to 
make the word longer. 
est ies 1y ed 
Write the new words beside the one in this list. 
certain pick 
funn~ hard 
scratch walk 
baby_ 
climb 
story: 
belong 
dart 
cooky 
delight 
slow 
gather 
start 
real 
jolt 
early 
4 3 
March 10 
O'Leary Lesson 2 
L_ist.ening for .£!! as final sound 
Let's play a game with words that begin or end with £b. 
(sound). I' 11 start and if my word begins with sh (sound) , 
your word must end with .£h (sound). If I say cheese, you coUld 
say reach. Remember, your word must end the way mine begins. 
Chest 
Now let's take a piece of paper. Fold i~ in two 
columns and number the lines from 1 to 10. Listen to the 
words I'm going to say. If you hear £!1. in the first column, 
if you hear s(sound) at the end of a word, write £11 in the 
second column. Ready? 
Sample Pape!: 
1. reach 1. ch 
2. match 2. eh 
3.. choose 3. ch 
4. much 4. ch 
5. stretch s. ch 
6. sandwich 6. ch 
7. chi.ef 7. ch 
a. change a. ch 
9. tOU;Ch 9. ch 
10. scratch 10. ch 
44 
O'Leary Lesson 4 
Practice with ch as a final sound 
-
,-Here- are some words that you can read. Add £h to each 
of these words to make a new word and write i~ on the line. 
Write the new word in one of the sentences below. 
pat_ pea_ 
bran it 
- -
ben_ pit_ 
ran 
-
pin_ 
tea cat 
- -
~. The dog is trying to the cat. 
2. The kitten climbed to the highest---- of the tree. 
3. I am going far away to visit Grandf'ather' s 
-----· 
4. Wil~ you me how to play that game? 
5. Bill is going to for the school ball team. 
6. Let's see if the tree is in bloom. 
7. Try to sit on the quietly. 
8. Mother will have to ---- the rip in my trousers. 
9. The bite that the bug gave me is starting to ----· 
45 
March 11 
Sullivan - Exercise III 
Here are two little stories for you to read. Do one at 
a time. 
Put a line under every word that has ng on the end. 
Then see if you can write the answers to the questions 
you will find underneath the stories. 
Each answer is a word that ends in ng. 
ng 
A young bird flew up in a tree 
Sang this little song to me. 
I'll be strong some day you'll see 
And fly along from tree to tree. 
Chiree., chiree, chiree. 
1. What kind of bird was in the tree? 
2. What did the little bird do? 
3. Wha. t did the little bird sing? 
4. Where was the li.ttle bird going to fly? 
5. What did the little bird want t ,o be? 
Bang, bang,- bang, 
The schoo.l bell. rings 
Come along,- come al.ong, 
It seems to say 
ng 
As 11 t tle children stop their play 
And into school they find their way, 
Hang up their coats in a one, two, three 
And soon are busy as can be. 
1. What word comes after the word cane? 
2. What did the children do with their coats? 
3. Which word makes a noise? 
(young) 
(sang) 
(song) 
(along) 
(strong) 
(along) 
(hang) 
(bang) 
46 
O'Leary L.esson 36 
Practie.e with ~ as a final sound 
Read this lit,tle rhyme and see if you can write answers. 
to the questio.ns below. 
My aunt paid a . cent. 
To take me into the tent 
'l':o see a giant. 
And a big elephant.. 
She said, ·~ookt Oh se.et 11 
And before I. could. count. 
One, two, three, 
The elephant was right in front. of me. 
Who went into the tent.? 
How much did it c. os t to enter the ten.t.? 
What did we go to see? 
Where did we go to see the giant and the elephant.? 
Row near was the elephant to me? 
Writ.e all the words in the rhyme that. end with 
~· 
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March 12 
Second Week's Review 
1. Oral revi.ew of blends 
2. needle start.d&_ hard~ fall~ 
3. Name the vowels. 
4. In the foll.owing group of words put all the words with 
long !_'s and i.'s in another colwD:n. 
kind wild slip time table hard wave slide 
big give ride win ask make sat face bag 
5. Using the following comb in.ations of letters finish the 
little story that followst (story mimeographed.) 
ch ng nt ies est 
4& 
March 15 
Kelley Fourth Week 
Short 'o' 
Write this list of words on the board. 
dog on top stop clock 
Say, "All these words have short 'o'. Listen as I say 
the words. Listen carefully for the sound of short 'o 1 • 
You come up and say the ward and draw a box around the 
short • o' • You can remember the short 'o 1 sound by the 
word 'orange.'" 
Have a picture of an orange to add to the other 
pictures on the short sound chart. 
"Here is a jingle. Try to find all the words having 
short 'o' in them.'' 
Dolly, Dolly on the box, · 
Bobby hit it off. 
''Now answer these questions about the jingle.'' 
(These should be asked orally by the teacher.) "Each 
answer must be a word containing short 1 o 1 • " 
1. Who was hit? 
2. Where was Dolly? 
3. Who hit Dolly off? 
"Here 1 s a second jingle. Find all the short 1 o 1 words 
in t.his one also. Make a list of them.tt 
As Bobby hopped along, 
He often sang a song. 
49 
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"Answer thes.e questi.ons about this jingJ.e,. Al.l. 
1 answers must have. short ' o 1 in them." 
J.. Who is this jingl.e about? 
2. How did Bo.bby go al.ong the street? 
3. What did Bobby sing? 
Long 'o' 
Write •o•' and '10lt on the boa~d. 
Say, ''Wha. t is this letter? Can you read this 
sentence? 
Oh, my boat will go. 
Karch 15 
"Can you pick out the words which have 'o' in them? 
Read those words carefully. In each of thes.e words that 'o 1 
says its own nama. The ref ore , wha. t kind of a s,ound does 'o 1 
have in these words? Yes, it has the lang sound of 'o': 
As I put them on the beard, you say them. 11 
hellO so road home told goat no old ropes open 
over 
unraw a line under each 'o 1 • " 
Have these sentences on the board. Tell the class to 
read the sentences. Have them write all the l.ong "o 11 word& 
they can find on their papers... When the class has done 
this, go over the work orally. 
1. The boy took care of the goa t.s on the. farm. 
2. Rel.lo, said Goldilocks to the three bears. 
3. And old troll lived by the side of the road. 
4. The door of my home is always open to you. 
s. Will. you come. over to see me? 
6. The teacher told us the old story about Gol.dilocks and 
the 3 bears. 
7·. No, we are not very old. 
ton Univers itY 
Bos f Education 
pchool o 
,l.ibr:ar.Y. 
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8. Long ago this land was almost all woods. 
9. I would like to go with you also. 
10• Put on your coat when you go out. 
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March 16 
Kiernan Lesson 29 
Words That. Rhyme. 
In each box there are two words that rhyme,. Cross out 
the word in each box that does not rhyme with another word 
in the box. 
'i'- - ---· - ·-· .- ·- --· --~ -
duck Ja clc s.t.iek sack 
both ba ck· tai~ Sk\Y 
~uck ban g tick tack 
_ .......... 
j 
~-
l paCk 
l rack 
I l neck peck 
· new ~----- ·-·----. 
ck 
st 
ck 
pi 
la 
li.J 
. . 
ck 
__ ....... 
air 
bu 
ch 
cl ock 
truck 
~uck 
tent. 
Daddy 
I Dick I 
I brick 
I 
·----r--
t.u ck 1 black 
think 1 crack 
suek· I cut · -~-·-·- .. -------'-------·-
Playing With Words. 
I 
I 
i 
1 
i 
! 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
stuek 
tuck 
think 
beck 
f'all 
deck 
-----
rich 
kick 1 _ k~~~-1 
Put a box around the word that. ends with a c·k. 
chickens. 
Jac·k 
cake 
pic.k 
park 
monkey 
crack 
quickly 
magic 
trick 
picked 
wrinkle 
black 
machine 
briek 
expeet 
kitchen 
neck 
much. 
speck 
duck 
eatch 
picnic 
uncle 
waked 
stick 
nickel 
wateh 
true·k 
blackboard 
II 
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O'Leary Lesson 32 
Practice With.' ck! as a Final Sound 
Here are some puzzle.s for you to dO:. 
trash 
t r a 
c 10th 
c 1 0 
crash 
c r a 
bring 
b r i 
b 1. a s t 
b la 
t run k 
t. ru 
c h eat 
c h e 
t . h i n g 
t hi 
cling 
c 1 i 
Change the last two letters and make what 
trains ride on. 
Change the last two le.t tars and make the 
name of sanething that tells time. 
Change the last two letters and get a word 
_ that means hit. 
Change the last two le.t tars and get the 
name. of s amething used in making buildings. 
Change the last two letters and get a color. 
Change the last two letters and get a kind 
of automobile. 
Change the last two lett.ers and get a word 
that "t$lls what we do to our· number papers. 
Change the last two letters and get a word 
that is the opposite of thin. 
Change the last 't-wo -letters and get the 
name of a sound. 
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March 17 
Sullivan Lesson 12 
§h. 
Yester~y we talked about some words that ended with 
(Teacher writes sh on the board.) 
-
Can you tell me same words that end with ~? 
(Write the words given to you on the board.) 
Write §.!! on the left. of the board, write §!1. at the 
right.. of the same ptne 1. 
Now I" ~t you to lis ten carefulzy while I read these. 
words. If' you hear the sound §h (on the left) at the 
beg:inning of' the. word you will point to this G• If you 
hear the §h at the end, you will point to this §!l (on the 
right). 
As you say each word a :f'ter me , l .et • s remember where to 
point. 
wish 
wash 
splash 
shovel 
fresh 
f'l~sh 
short 
shoes 
sheep 
shining 
fish 
thresh 
shook 
shoulder 
~eginning or Ending 
Directions:· Say the first word in the list. Point to 
§.hat the beginn.ing -of one word and at the end of. another. 
Aak, "Where do you hear the sound of .§D. in fresh?" Have 
the children draw a line from the word to the sh at the end 
-
of the blank. Proceed in the same way to complete page. 
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sh fresh sh 
sh sheep sh 
sh wish sh 
sh thresh sh 
sh flash sh 
sh s.hining sh 
sh shook sh 
sh splash sh 
sh wash sh 
sh fish sh. 
shoulder 
shovel 
s.hoes 
short.. 
March 18 
Exercise I 
T'oday we are going to listen to some more words that 
end with ing. Say them after me. 
spring ding king 
Vfuat do these words have on the end? ing. 
Now letts see if you can say sonrEt. more words that have 
ing on the end. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
slanting skipping string 
What do you hear at the end of each word? ing. 
Can you write the word that makes these sentenc.es true? 
Each answer is just one word. 
The word ends in ing. 
The little dog's name is .. (Bing) 
He wished that he could • (sing) 
The bird had a broken • (wing) 
Why did he fran his branch? (swing) 
My mother will . a present. (bring) 
I hope it's not a little .. (thing) 
I wish I had a pretty • (ring) 
If I had a ring I would .. (sing). 
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March 19 
Review Less.on 
Write the following paragraph on. the board omitting all 
underlined letters. 
Jerry was in so mu£1! of· a ru§h. to get to school this 
morning that he didn't tie his §.hoe. As he left the house 
the clo£.!s said fi:rteen minut.es of nine. 
street as the school bell r~ loud1l• 
He cross~ the 
He was the fastest 
-
runner in school but just then his shoe fell off. Do you 
think he got to school on time? 
Write the following letter canbinations on the board 
and let the children choose than to fill the b~ spaces. 
ch sh ing sh ck ed ng est 
Long a short a long i short i 
Underline all the ~· s and .Q.is. Put a mark like this-
over all a's and o's that have a .long sound and say their 
own name. Put a mark like this over all the a 1 s and o 's 
that have the short sound. 
Write the following on the board after giving the above 
directions. 
Once upon a time there was a little old woman who wanta:i 
to find a pot of gold. She sat by the side of the road and 
asked all of the people who rode by if they would show her 
where to find this money. Do you think anyone was. able to 
answer her question? 
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March 22 
Kelley 
Long§. 
Read these words: be. he we me 
What letter do. you hear at the end of those words? 
Yes, it is ~ saying its own name. It is the ~ong aound of 
~. The long sound of '.! does not always come at the end of 
the words. These words have it in a dif:f'erent place. 
Let's read. 
eat f'eed seems f'eet 
feel sleep leave mean 
Draw a box around the long ~ sound. 
them. 
Read these Jingles. Many of the words have long !. in 
Between each street we see 
A tree of cream and cheese:. 
Pleaset lfe want to sleep 
We need to rest our feet. 
In the first line who can :f'ind all the long !. words? 
Draw a circle around them.. (Do this through the whole four 
~ines.) 
Have duplicated a paper with pictures o.f things having 
~ong !. in their names. Children wri.te the correct word 
' under the picture. (See diagram following). 
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----·· -·--·--------------------.-
bee. street. 
tree sleep 
three. see 
-I !-----·--------·----··-·-·----·. 
feed three I 
tree tree r 
feet wee I 
--· ., .. ____ _______ -- .. ----- ---·- -· , . . --- ~- . -.. i 
need between I 
meet 1 before I 
--------------------------- i---·--· -··---~---, 
l each l feet. 1 
l ! 
keep behind 
beat 1 ear 
I, eat. 
-- ·--........ _______ j_ feed 
Kelley Third week 
Short 'e' 
What is the key word for the short sound of 'e'f? 
Yes, the word is egg. 
Here we have some words that rhyme. We are going to 
read each list and then see if someone can add another word 
to that list. Use these words. 
e. 
get bill bes.t hen 
let tel.l wes.t ten 
yet. fell rest when 
s-- s-- B-- m--
Here are some sentenc.es. If the sentence could be 
t .rue, put yes after it. If it could not be true, put no 
after it. 
1. Ten men rode on one. horse. 
2. Every day the hen lays an egg. 
3. The presents came from. the umbrella.. 
4. We will call. you on the telephone. 
s. The rest of the girls will take a r ·ide on the merry-go-
round. 
, 6. Billy broke his neck when he fell. 
7. The boys ran an errand. 
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March 23 
Kelley 
' ou• same as· '~ in 'cOW' 
• Ow' has the long s_oond of •oJ as in •know ,• •blow ,• • own • 
and •tomorrow.• It. also has another sound as in •cow,• tt:lown,• 
•crowd•. However, 'ow' is not the only one to have this latter 
sound. 'Out sometimes has this sound. Listen to it in these 
words: (Have the.se words on the board.) 
proud mouse :flour round 
clouds ground about without 
One person at a time come up and circle the t. ou • 
as you read the word. Listen for the sound of •ou• in these 
words. 
Today you are going to play Hangar. 
Divide the group int.o two teams. One team will be the 
tau• team. The other will.. be the. •ow• team. Another day change 
. . 
teams so each team gets practice in each vowel canbination. 
Have a long runway. Each team has an airplane. See which 
airplane can take off first. There are two piles of words, 
one of •ow• words,. one of •ou• words. Each playe·r turns up 
one card at a time from his pile. If he can say the word he 
can move his team• s plane up one space on the runway. 
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words to have on 1 ou' cards words to have on 'ow' cards 
house proud ~ down flower 
about round how 1Jow wow 
out. wi~hout. now crowd 
flour found br~wn towel 
mouse clouds town 
around louder cow 
groWld. mouth cl.own 
March 24 
O'Leary Lesson II 
Practice Wi.th 'er' As a Final Sound 
Here are sane words that you. can read. Add •e:rt to each 
of these words to make a new word and write i .t on the line. 
Write the new word in one of the. sentences below. 
cold fast 
crack hard 
East mas.t 
short slow 
teach corn 
1. The dog crawled into the because he had broken 
mother's lamp. 
2. The ___ smiled at the f '\mlly stories the children told. 
3. At ---- time., many people get dressed up in new clothes. 
4. A good pet will obey his • 
5. Winter weather is than summer weather. 
6. The bird sat on my shoulder and ate a ---· 
7. My friends are all ____ than I am. 
8. Please drive the automobile a little ----· 
9. Airplanes travel through the sky ___ than birds .• 
10' The cold weather wi.ll. make the ice on the pond ---· 
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March 24 
fie man Lesson IX 
Words. That Rhyme 
In each box there are two words t .bat rhyme. Cross out 
the word in each box that does not r~e with another word 
in the box. 
r---------~----- · ---------···---···-- ---· -·-···-- - -···- ·------- - -·-· 
I 1ettea ; ShOUlder OVer COlder 
f barn reason dresa maple ~et~er _ ~~lde_:_ ~-=-~over --~-~~=-~ 
' balance sever never dinner 
another sand ever boat 
brother lever errand winner 
lover father farm 
gone face faster 
~--=-o~::: __ [_ __ ~tter~--~--- -~~~-~ __ 
Can you read this? 
nearer 
clearer 
nicke1 
Directions. Read carefull.y. Write the. correct word at the 
end 
1. The mailman is coming. 
Ke will bring me a letter, better. ____ _ 
2. Let us go out in the yard. 
We will find some . .Q!!,£, clover. ____ _ 
3. Soon it will be winter. 
Then it will be bolder, colder. ________ __ 
4. Bob is a big boy. 
He is my brother; another. ____ _ 
5. Would you like to eat? 
Soan it will be time for dinner, winner. _____ _ 
6. The b1uebird was in the tree. 
It flew nearer, cleare.r. ____ _ 
7. Do you hear the baby cry? 
What do you think is the matter, fatter. ____ _ 
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8. We played a game of ball. 
I hurt my boulder, shoulder. ________ __ 
9. What book have. you? 
Read the name. on the l.over, cover. _____ _ 
10. Bob Iikes to race with Jim.. 
Bob can run faster, master than Jim.. ____ _ 
March 25 
Kelley 
1 oo• two sounds 
The two letters 1 oo• have two sounds, a l.ong sound and 
a short sound. The l.ong sound is in' moon. Here are some 
words which have the l.ong sound of •oo• in them. 
soon 
too 
rooster 
noon 
roof' 
room 
The short sound is in'loo~. 
school. 
goos.e 
moo 
H.ere are some words which 
have the short sound of' 'oo• in them .. 
l.ook 
good 
book 
woods. 
s.tood 
took 
Remember the short sound of' •oo 1 sounds as it does in 
'book.• 
When you see these two•oo•s you have to try each. sound 
(the short and the l.ong one) and find out which one is 
right. 
Duplicate the f.ol.l.owing paper. Have th.es.e directions 
on the board. 
The words in each b l.ock ba ve 1 od. Sound out each word. 
Then write the word which tel.ls what the picture is on the 
line under the picture. 
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moon 
t.oo. 
noon 
roof 
room 
bal~oon 
good 
book. 
st.ood 
------
/.--....) soon 
~ too L ba1locn 
-~-~--- --·----·----·------,------i 
_n__:i, 
I ---~ room i 0 ,;-good ! f1Y '3 shook boolt 
t.ook 
/'Y ; _ room J smooth ( "-1:!J' rooster ./·\ goose D CIU 
1~i'f r:I_, school. 
1 b. ~ LL 
---------------
J~;:_goose . ~ ~~ehoO] 
- c -.. .. rfj 
. . .\_.j'') 0 P?J . .. I \0./ t.ook , . I j cook __ .. ) "";. 
t{J cookies , · /\ . sh.ook f ~/ 
- ------woo~s -·· ;~:·>- t :-~-~~ wooda _ _l J"2. 
good 
luck 
shook 
i 
I o 
II W /n do shook ! l.ook stood , I 
J 
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Ma.rah 26 
Review Lesson 
Put a mark like this over every underlined ~,§.,!,, and 
2 that. has the long sound. 
Put a DBrk like this over every underlined ~t!b!, and 
2 that has the short sound. 
Th~re was a little kitten who lived in a house covered 
with rgses by the s,!de of a J.a.ke. !very day h~ would CAtCh 
fish fsr his lunch. Do you tbJ:pk he was a h!J>PY cat'l 
Add g, §.b., ing, and !.£ in the right blank spacs 
"I am go_ to era_ a nut." said Jerry. "I wi_ 
that you would have one too .• 
after this." 
I think I' 11 have aneth 
-
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March 29 
Kelley Fit'th week 
Long and short 'u '· 
In our reading we have the word blue. In this word we 
hear the long sound of •ut. This letter can say it's own 
name, just as 'a', •e•, 111, and 'o' can. Then too,. it has the 
short sound. When 1 u' says it • s . short sound, it ~ounda a s 
it does in these words. Listen to the short s.ound. 
up shut. rub dust 
You can eas Uy remember the short. sound of •u' by 
remembering the way it sounds in the key word 'upt. 
Get a picture o:f someone going up a hil~ to add to the 
pictures o:f the short sounds o:f tll:! other vowels. 
Teacher will have to read these words. Have a pupi~ 
te~l whether the word has a long or short 'u•. 
scrub 
use 
beauty just 
us 
summer 
shut 
rule 
cut. 
music 
junior 
June 
cuts 
but 
Find the correct word to go with each sentence. 
1. The sky is. a pretty today. 
2. Sue will help har mother. the living room. 
3. The boys have on b~ue • 
4. That is not a story, because it. did not 
happen. 
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5. Will you----- the door, please? 
dust suits true blue up shut 
1. -----and her friends are playing dolls. 
2. Mother will bake a pie f'or dinner. 
3. We will ride on the when we go to town. 
4. Jack the picture out of the newspaper. 
5. Nancy is going to visit her • 
under Sue uncle bus cut pumpkin 
Ma.reh 30 
Sullivan Exercise 3 
•s•and•es• 
Here are some sentences. Do you see the space in each 
one? There are 2 words undernea tb: each sentence. One of 
them makes the sentence r :ight. Write that word in the 
space. 
1. I like good __ ~----~---- to eat. 
apple-apples 
in these woods. :---"""':'"'-----2. There are no bear-bears 
3. The apples grow on the of the trees. 
branch-branches 
4. We do not want ~--~-------- to eat our apples. 
bug-bugs 
5. Schools are big • 
build!rig-bcididfngs 
6. We made to put in our window. 
candle-candles 
7. The were running around the yard. 
chicken-chickens 
8. See all the ~--=----.---=~- in the sky. 
cloud-clouds 
9. I feed ----::-----:"-- to the birds e.very day. 
crumb-crumbs 
10. We wash the ~"""':'"'~~~----- for our mother. 
dish-dishes 
11. Do you like to read about the ? 
· elf-elves 
12. The work hard on the farm. 
~f:-a_rm __ e_r __ ..,fr-a-rm_·_e_r_s_ 
l ' 
7 2 
13. The little birds are all red. 
feather-fea~~ers 
14. You play with all your -:~--~r-~~-· 
friend-friends 
15. My two are clean. 
=-h-an-d'""'-h!""'an-as....---
16. Children blow to make noise. il:--orn-· _...,h!""'o_rns __ _ 
17. I like to read about all the =-~--~~~--· 
Indian-Indians 
18. VIe .. saw pictures of two in our books. 
is lind-islands-
19. Betty and Billy are our • 
neighbor-neighbors 
2<mt Mother put two in her hair. 
pln-piliis 
21. A cat and a dog are my • 
pet-pe:ts 
22. At Christmas we get many • 
present-presents 
23. We saw two this morning. 
rob in-rob iDS 
24. May we take two jump • 
rope-ropes 
25. If you plant • 
seed-seeds 
26. My new are black. 
shoe -shoe.s 
27. Billy and Bobby have new • 
sled-sleds 
28. I must not get on my dress. 
spot-spots 
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29. The ~~-~~-- are very high. 
stair-stairs 
30. There are ten to the top. 
step-steps 
31. Billy has two brown • 
sui t .-aui t.s 
32. I saw pretty in the store. 
thing-things 
33 .• Santa Claus will bring some to you. 
toy-toys 
34. My dog can do • 
trick-tricks 
35. The are girls. 
twin-twinS 
36. The grow very high. 
vine-viiles 
37. Mother the garden every day. 
weed-weeds 
38. Billy about in his chair. 
wiggle-wiggles 
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March 31 
Kelley 
Lazy 1 e • 
Have these two lists of wards on the board. 
at ate 
hop hope 
hid hide 
us use 
car care 
How many vowels are there in each ward in the first 
column? What sound does each vowel have? 
Now look at the second column. How many vowels are 
there in each of these words. What sound does the first 
vowel have? Do you hear the final re1 ·r No, that 1 el is 
silent. You can call it 1m because it doesn't talk. 
H·owever, it really isn't lazy because it helps the vowel 
before it says its own name. 
Have these words on the board and have the class read 
them. 
came line fire place 
gave hope cake take 
rope f'ive kite ride 
Did you hear the ~ in these words? Go over each word. 
Emphasize the long vowel to show how the ~makes it say its 
own name. Now change the following words to make new words 
by adding a final ~· 
hid 
fin 
car 
dim 
rid 
at 
bit 
pin 
mad 
slid 
her 
7 5 
Kelley 
• ue• and t ew • 
Listen to these words. 
blue 
flew 
new 
blew 
Sue 
mew 
April 1 
true 
knew 
Do you hear the same sound in a 11 these words? 
Yes, they sound alike. The letters are not the same at all. 
'Blue', 'Sue', 'truE! have 1 ue' in them making that sound. · 
Put these words on the board. 
•r~ewt, 'blew•, tmewt and •knew• and tew• making that same 
sound. 
When you are spelling the words, you will have to 
remember which letters are used in your word. 
You can always remember that •oo•, rew•and •ue• 
have the long sound of too• a.s :i.n.tmoot. 
Duplicate a paper like tb! one below. Have the 
·children put a box around the wards which have the same 
sound in them as the first word. 
1. soon 
2. blue 
3. new 
4. noon 
5. f'lew 
6. true 
7. knew 
8. rooster 
9. school 
10. blue 
lot 
true 
knew 
sock-a-
doodle 
doo 
moo 
blue 
new 
balloon 
goose 
few 
school 
f'ew 
new 
smooth 
few 
Sue 
few 
noon 
room 
moo 
roof 
Sue 
true 
rooster 
new 
knew 
news 
Sue 
balloon 
Sue 
look 
mew 
balloon 
Sue 
blew 
moo 
blew 
knew 
flew 
true 
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April 2 
Fifth Week's Review 
1. Review Blends 
2. ou and ow blow c. ow cloud 
3. er and s 
4. 00 moon look 
5. laxy e at ate 
hop hope Class name as many as they 
hid hide can. 
6. ue and ew 
blue flew 00 (similar) 
7. Vowels Show whether the underlined .i's, y's and .Q.'s 
have the long or short sound. 
8~ Easter is j_ust around the C.Q.rner. There will be blY,e 
~gs and other colors too. What color is the bwmy wh.Q. 
brings the eggs? 
----· 
9. er and s Which is correct? 
The (girl girls) were playing jump rope. 
The (doll dolls) wa:s on the floor. 
The (door doors) to the school were not open. 
10. Add er to tl_le following words to make a new word and 
then complete the sentences. East_ teac.h_ corn 
-
1. 
-----
is tha time of year that makes us think of 
Easter. 
2. Miss Dineen is your----------· 
3. The dog ran around the ----------· 
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April 5 
Kelley - Monday Ele.venth Week 
Rule f'or Two Vowels in a Word 
When you see two vowels together such as 'ait, 'ay•, 
tue•, •ea•, •oat, •oe', do you hear both vowels? No. Which vowel 
do you usually hear? Can anyone think o:r a rule? (Try to 
get the rule that says "When t.wo vo-wels c.ome together, the 
first is usually long and the second is usually silent".) 
In the words below,. c ire le the long sounding vowe 1 and 
cross out the second vowel. Do this at the board. orally. 
wait blue street 
see chair Sue 
dear eat. goat. 
please painted suits 
read road wheat 
Now have the class find the right word from the above 
J.ist to finish each of' the sentences be1ow. Use each word . 
only once. Have this as a written assignment. 
1. Will you pass me the bread? 
2. Father the house yell.ow. 
3. Nancy lives on Green ----------· 
4. You must ------- :f"or dinner before you may eat that 
cookie. 
5. Here comes Father' s car down t .he 
-----· 
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April. 6 
Kelley Ninth Week 
1 Oa• - 1 Oe 1 
Here are some words which have •oa' in them. (Have them 
on the board) • 
road 
goat 
toad 
boat 
coat 
float 
roar 
Read them with me. Let's have one. person read the w.ord 
and circle the •oa,. These 2 vowels go together to make one 
sound. They have a sound which is like the sound of long • 01. 
Here are some words with. • oe• in them. Listen to them. 
goes Joe toe hoe 
The 'o' and the; •e• g9- together to say •ot. They make. the 
long s.ound o:r•ot, also. Therefore, •o•, •oa•, and 'oe' can all say 
the long sound of'o'. 
Today we are going to do a paper using these 3 groups 
which have the. same sound of long 'o'. 
Fill in the circle under the words which have the 'o' 
s. ound which is like that 1n t .re first word. 
l. go know whole so 
0 0 0 
2. home float, store. told 
0 0 0 
3. coat board hello goa.t. 
4. before don't over toad. 
5. rode roar store open 
6. float going hole roar 
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7. those suppose alone joke 
8. over boa.t roll goes 
9. goes Joe hole home 
10. road coat boat board 
Apri1 7 
Kelley 
1 e e• and • ea ' 
•Ee• and 'eat and 'et sometimes have the. same sound. 
They can all say t..he long so.und of 'e•. What. is the long 
sound of •e•? 
Here is a list. of words. Some mve plain long 'e\ some 
have 'ee 1 and others ha.ve 1 ea•. Write the words. in their 
correct. columns. (Do this ora,lly.) 
hear ~ 
he 
please 
Easter 
evening 
reason 
leave 
people 
se.e 
be 
eat 
began 
wheat 
these 
easy 
seem 
dear ~ 
feat 
green 
between 
street. 
clean 
sleep 
beside. 
here 
me 
before 
queer 
need 
week 
each 
behind 
After class has put the words on the blackboard in the 
correct columns, they should read the wards in each column 
together. Listen and hear the long•e• SO'Qild. 
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April 8 
Review Less an 
1. Write the following blends and see if the children can 
think up words that contain them. bl, cl, f'l, gl, sl, 
pl, dr, f'r, cr, br, gr, pr, tr, wh, ch, sh, th, sw, tw. 
2. Review names of vowels by calling on members of' the class. 
Review long and s.hort sounds of' vowels by putting the 
correct signs over the vowels in the following words 1 
hide rode mate. key blue 
hid rod mat. le. t. but. 
Point out. "lazy en in s orne of the above words. 
3. Write sing_, pick_, start_, best_, on the board. 
Ask a child to write tlet at the end of' each word and 
read the new: word he. has made. Write f'all_, quick_, 
so:f't._, fast_ on the board. Ask a child to write 'en' 
at the end of' each word and read the new word he has made. 
4. Ask the class. what two combinations of letters give us 
the 1 ou 1 sound tmt is heard :In the word cow. Write the 
words that they mention on the board. Some words that. 
should be given as examples. are: 
cloud down mouse 
clown round brown 
how 
out 
5. Read the list of words following t.o the class and ask 
them to hold out th.ei.r hands. Have them put their 
82 
thumbs up if the ' ch' sound comes at the beginning of a 
word and their thumbs dow.n if the 'ch' sound comes at the 
end. They enjoy this, and leam t.o lis ten c·arefull.y" for 
the 'ch' sound. 
churn mueh such chill hmch children bunch 
chip crunch lurch 
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April. 9 
Review Lesson 
1. Point out. to the class tha.t1 ue1 and 'ew• sound the same, 
then write blue and new on the board pointing out the 
same so,Wld and dif'f"erent spelling. Let t.hem suggest 
similar words - put t.lem on the board. 
2-. Rave the class try and see how many words they can think 
of which end in ing. Writ.e some on the board. 
3. Ask the class to give words that make the two SOWlds of 
oo. Some words tJ'lat should be given are: 
moon 
boo,k 
soon 
t.oo.k 
noon 
cook 
balloon 
look 
4. Play the s.ame game as number five in yesterday's lesson -
only this time w~th the's~ sound. 
5. Rave the c.lass think up s orne words to which est can be 
added to make new words. Write both the word they 
mention and the new word on the board. 
6. Review the rule for two vowels in one word. "When two 
vo~ls come together, the first. is usually long and the 
second is usually silent.• Write some words on the 
board to illustrate: 
wait suit road read Sue lie 
See if the children can think of some words to 
illustrate the rule. 
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APPENDIX 
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PART I PART III. 
C"ircle the vowel you hear 1. ea ou co oa 
in the :f"o llbw :lng words • 
I 2. ea o·e ee oa 
1. a e i l 0 u 
3. oe ee ea ee 
2!t a e i 0 u 
4. 00 ea oa oe 
3. a e i l 0 u. 
5. ea ee oa oe 
4. a e. i l I 0 u 
5. a e i 0 u 
6. a e i ! 0 u 
7. a e i l 0 u 
I 
8 .• a e ~ 0 u 
9. a e i 0 u 
I 
10. a e f 0 u 
PART II 
Circle the !letters that 
make the fo.llowing sounds. 
1. I 4. Circle the letters in oe ew 1 ow ue the f'o.llowing words tba t 
! make no sound but let 2. ew ue 1 oa ow you know that the vowel 
has a long sound. 
a. ue. ow ew ea 
ride made rope use 
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PART IV PART V 
c.ircle the ; letters that. Circle the letters that make 
make the first two sounds the :t""i.na 1 s.ound in the follow-
in the following words you ~ words. you hea~. 
hear. i 
~. 1"1 s1 , c1 br 1. le ng ly ck 
2. p1 f'l ! fr cl 2. ch st en ed 
I 
I 
3. fl ch\ wh pl 3. er ies es st 
4. cl s1· tr th 4. sh ing nt ies 
s. gr tr· ch br s. ly ck ed ng 
I 
I 
6. dr tr l I gr fr 6. nt ed er ly 
I 
7. fr br , tr pr 7. ck sh ch es 
I 
8. dr sp l ch pr 8. ng· nt st ing 
9. gr tr \ fr sp 9. le. ies st ck 
10. dr gr l pr sl I 10. ng sh ed er 
11. sh. sw ' wh ch 11. ies en ing at 
I 
12. sl I t.h wh 12. sh st gr er en 
; 
13. th wh ' 
I 
c1 st. l3. sh ies es st 
14. ch drl sw sh 14. en nt ing . ng 
i 
I 
15. wh Sp! I 
pl sw 
I 
16. sp st i sh. sw 
I 
I 
17. th sp l st ch 
I. VOWElS 
1. Circle 
a. Circle 
3. Circle 
4. Circle 
5. Circle 
6. Circle 
7. Circle 
8. Circle 
9. c·ircle 
10. Circle 
II. 
1. Circle 
2. Circle 
3. Circle 
4 .• Circle 
Directions far Giving Phonic Test 
! 
I 
i 
the vowel you. hear· in bed. 
I 
I 
the vowel you hear in had. 
I 
tre vowel you hear in did. 
I 
I 
the vowel you hear in stop. 
I 
the vowel you hear in scrub.. 
I 
tre vowel you hear in gave. 
the vowe 1 you hear in use • 
I 
the vowe.l you hear in find. 
I 
the vowel you hear in be. 
I 
I 
the vowe 1 you hear in wrote. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
the letters that mke the ew sound 
-
I 
the letters that. make the. ow sound 
l 
-
the letters t .hat mke the Y!. sound 
I 
I 
the 
I 
letters in t.h e following words 
I 
in flew. 
in now. 
in Sue. 
that make no 
sound but let you kn.ow that the vowel has a long sound. 
I 
I 
III. 
I 
I 
1. Circle the vowe.ls that nake the oo. sound in tooth. 
I -
2 .• Circle the vowels that n:ake theoa 
-
sound in boat. 
I 
in meet. 3. Circle the vowels that nake the ee sound 
I -
87 
4. Circle 
5. Circle 
VI • 
1. Circle 
cl.ock. 
2. Circle 
i 
the 
I 
the 
I 
1 
I 
I 
I 
tpe 
! 
vowels tm t make the oe sound in toe. 
-
VON.els that n:ake the: ea so1md in fear. 
-
letters that. make the. first two sounds in 
letters that mke the first. two SOWlds in 
flood. i 
3. Circle the letters that n:ake the first two sounds in 
i 
place. ! 
I 
4. Circle the letters that nake the :first two sounds in 
slice. I 
I 
5. Circ.le the letters that nake the f'irst t.wo sounds in 
I 
break. I 
6. Circle the letters that nake the first two sounds in 
I 
track. 1 
7. Circle the. letters that. make the first two soWlds in 
price. I 
I 
8. Circle the letters that make the first t .wo sounds in 
I 
I 
drive. 
I 
9. Circle the letters that rrake the first two sounds in 
fresh. 
I.O. Circle 
grain. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
the letters that nake the first two sounds in 
I 
I 
88 
11. Circle the letters that nake the first two sounds in 
chase. I 
12. Circle the letters that make the first two sounds in 
which. 
13. Circle the letters that make the :rirst two sounds in 
this. 
' 14. Circle. the letters t ,hat make the first two sounds in 
shoot. I 
15. Circle the letters that make the first two sounds in 
' 
sweet. 
16. Circle ~he letters that make the first two sounds in 
I 
spill. i 
17. Circle the letters that nake the :first two sounds in 
step. 
v. 
Circle the letters that nake the final sound in the 
: 
I 
:following words. 
1. needle 
2. sweeten 
8. sang 
9. brick 
3. forest 10. wash 
4. cookies I 11. ring 
5. slowly 
6. picked ' 
12. corner 
13. dishes 
7. reach 14. tent 
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TEST 1. READING : PART I 
a. The cow gives 
eggs silk mush milk 
Mother baked apples one day. She washed 
and cut the apples. She put plenty of sugar on 
them and put them m a pan. Then she baked 
the apples. 
1. Mother cooked 
peaches grapes apples com 
2. The sugar made the apples taste 
sweet sour bitter burned 
Henry and his brother Peter go to the country 
every summer. They go wading and fishing in 
the brook. One day Henry caught three fish 
and Peter caught five. 
3. This story tells about two 
boys fish farms brooks 
4. ·Who caught the most fish? 
Father Henry Peter Helen 
The farmer has a big barn. It is a good place 
in which to play. One day we went to the barn. 
I climbed into the hay wagon ·and hid in the 
hay. My sister Ruth r~~ after me, but she could 
' not find me. Then I called, "Here I am. · Come 
and find me." But she could not find me until 
I jumped out of the hay. 
6. I played in the bam with my 
cousm brother · sister father 
6. I found a good hiding place in the 
house woods cellar wagon 
7. I called from my hiding place, " look out " 
" come away " ''find me'' "stay here " 
8. The hay wagon was in the , 
hayfield yard road barn 
[ 2 ] Go right on to the next page. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
0· 
Metrol)Olitan: Elem. Read.: R 
· A white rat in a wire cage at the University of 
Minnesota was taught to work a machine to get 
his food. Above his wire cage hung a chain. 
The rat learned that when he pulled this chain, a 
marble would fall down into his cage. When he 
picked up the marble and put it into a hole in the 
floor, :food dropped into the feeding tray. The 
amount of food was small, but the rat worked hard 
and did the trick enough times to get a good meal. 
It took the rat two months to learn this method 
for getting his food. 
The rat learned to work a machine to get 
water air food sunlight 
Above the rat's cage hung a 
chair rope pic,ture chain 
To get his food, the rat used a 
marble rock penny ball 
To learn this trick took the rat 
2 weeks 2 months 2 years 2 days 
In China many families live on nvers. It is 
cheaper to live on water than on land because 
there is no landlord to coltect rent. Whole 
families live on houseboats. The children play 
on the decks. E very child carries a tiny barrel 
on his back as a life preserver. When a child 
falls overboard, the barrel enables him to keep 
afloat until someone pulls him out. 
13. In China many families live in 
trailers tents igloos houseboats 
14. As a life preserver, a Chinese child wears on his back a 
tube barrel bottle balloon 
15. Many Chinese people would rather live on water than on land because 
it is 
cheaper wetter safer healthier 
Go right on to the next· page. 
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Lena was a tawny brown leopard. In the day-
time she kept to her den in the Mrican jungle 
or roamed the plains. At night she crept down 
to the village to look for food. Each . morning 
the villagers found a lamb or goat missing, and 
each morning they saw fresh tracks of the 
leopard. Mothers kept their children close to 
them in the evening for fear that sometime 
a child, too, might be stolen. · Finally some of 
the men of the village made a trap among the 
. bushes, and one morning they found Lena caught. 
16. Lena was a 
fox leopard lamb 
17.. She often stole 
chickens 
18. Lena was caught 
children 
lion 
leopards goats 
in a tree m her den m a trap 
19. People were afraid Lena might steal 
a child food ·a' leopard a trap 
on the plain 
My sister and I decided one early spring day 
to start a window garden. In planting our win-
dow garden we first put st.ones in the bottom of the 
box . Next we put in some moss and on top of 
that a layer of dirt. On the dirt we sprinkled 
some pansy seeds. We covered them with dirt 
and then watered them. Over the . top we put 
a newspaper to keep the water from drying out 
too rapidly. 
20. We plap.ted our garden 
in the front yard 
m a window box 
at school on the farm 
21. The first thing we put in the box was 
paper moss stones peat 
· 22. A newspaper was used to keep the seeds 
cool clean dark damp 
23. The seeds were covered with 
blossoms moss . stones dirt 
[ 4 · ] Go right on to the next page. 
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Norman has an interesting hobby. It is study-
ing birds. He has an assortment of seventeen dif-
ferent birds' nests and a collection of eggs. His 
uncle gave him a stuffed owl and an eagle he cap-
tured out hunting one day. Norman sometimes 
gets up very early in the morning to go on bird 
hunts and to photograph wild life. Once he 
noticed an owl catching mice for food. A mouse 
began running frantically, but the owl swooped 
down, captured the mouse, and disappeared among 
the trees. 
24. Norman enjoys catching owls 
riding in the woods feeding the animals studying birds 
26. The mouse was 
frightened eager happy timid 
26. N o'rman's uncle encourages the boy to keep on with his 
mtce hobby shooting fishing 
The fur of the mink is popular because of its 
quality and its rarity. Raising minks for their furs 
is called mink ranching. The pelts from ranch 
minks are now considered better than those from 
wild minks. Because minks fight with each other, 
they are kept in separate small pens. These have 
wire floors and tops and are raised off the ground. 
The minks are fed mostly raw meat or fish. The 
young minks, called kits, are born in spring, some-
times as many as ten in a litter. In the early 
winter they are killed .and their skins or pelts are 
prepared for use in fur coats and other articles. 
21. A young mink is called a 
pelt kit litter cub 
28. The floor of a mink's pen is made of 
dirt wood wtre leaves 
Minks are killed for their furs in the 
early fall summer spnng early winter 
30. Minks are often fed 
popcorn carrots baked· potatoes raw meat 
Metropolitan : Elemo Read. 
I shall never forget the first train that ran by. I 
0 
was feeding quietly near the fence which separated 
the meadow from the railway, when I heard a 
strange sound at a distance. Before I knew where 
it came from, a long black train roared past, and 
was gone almost before I could draw my breath. 
I turned and galloped to the farther side of the 
rn,eadow as fast as I could go, and 0 there 1
1 
stood 
snorting with astonishment and fear. 
31. This story is told by a 
man horse boy train 
32. He was frightened by a 
fence railway meadow 
33. He became frightened while he was 
eating galloping snorting 
34. The object that frightened him was 
moving rapidly galloping 
train 
listening 
moving slowly 
feeding quietly 
Soft coal burns easily. It is not hard to start a 
soft-coal fire. A little burning ki.q.dling soon sets 
the coal on fire. Soft coal burns with a bright 
flame. It often gives off thick clouds of black 
smoke. A large amount of ashes is left when soft 
coal is burned. 
Hard coal is not easily broken into pieces. It 
is not as dirty as soft coal. The coal is hard to 
start burning. More kindling is needed to ' set 
hard coal burning than soft coal. Hard coal burns 
with little smoke. It burns more slowly and gives 
a hot fire for a 0 longer time·. . Not many ashes are 
left after hard coal is burned. 
35. To start a coal fire, it is desirable to have 
0 kindling smoke water ashes 
36. The coal that is cleaner to handle is 
old soft hard hot 
37. The coal that is harder to start burning gives the most 
lasting fire ashes douds of smoke dirt 
A soft-coal fire requires much kindling 
is hard to start gives off much smoke leav,es few ashes 
=n r 6 ..l Go ri!!ht on to the next pa.J!e. 
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The night had been rainy. Where the young 
·gentleman stood, a pool of muddy water interrupted 
the ~een's passage. As she hesitated, gallant 
young Raleigh threw his coat on the miry spot. 
He accompanied this act of devoted courtesy with 
a profound reverence and . a blush which spread 
over his 'countenance. The ~een was confused 
and blushed in turn. She nodded and passed on 
without saying a word. 
39. To help the Queen, Raleigh used 
an . umbrella his coat his countenance a reverence 
40. The Queen responded to Raleigh by 
saying ·nothing · thanking him 
confusing him 
giving him . a curtsy 
41. Raleigh was 
insolent hesitant courteous unhappy 
Canals can be dug in almost any level · plairi, 
but they cost so much that it pays to build a 
canal only where there is sure to be a large 
amount of freight. Canal traffic is always slow; 
for if fast steamboats were used, the waves which 
they cause would · soon wear away the banks and 
fill the canals. Often barges are used in great num-
bers, and are slowly drawn by tugboats, horses, 
donkeys, or even men. In China, Japan, and Europe 
even such slow transportation is important. 
42. Canals are most profitable where there is much traffic 
in mountain districts through deserts in warm climates. 
. . -
43. Vessels most commonly used in canals are 
steamboats barges ocean liners fast freighters 
44. Boats going through canals always 
are pulled by horses are steamboats 
move slowly cause large waves 
STOP! 
L 7 ] 
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PART II 
SAMPLE. Dick, Tom, and Fred are brothers. The names( _______ ) a 
of Dick's brothers are~ and _jl:J__ ... . . · . . ( ) b 
46. History is the story of what has happened. To 
learn about the past of the United States, we read its 
r(45) •••••••...... .... .. . . .• .... ....... ...... . ... (, _________ ) 45 
46- 49. Ripe apples, as we all know, fall from the 
tree. This may be a serious matter to a ~ who owns( _________ ) 46 
a big orchard. The fallen apple gets bruised and must 
be sold at a lower ~. Now the farmers are learning( ) 47 
how to keep the apples on the ~ until they want to( ) 48 
pick them. A new material has been developed which 
can be sprayed on the branches and fruit and which will 
keep the ~ from falling ....... .. . . . . ........ . ... <-..-----.----) 49 
60-64. When you read a line of print, your eyes move 
across the page in jumps. If you are a good ~. 
'---------, your ....£!L make three or four jumps to a line. If you( 
are a ~ reader, your eyes may make as many as ---------
eight or ten ~ to a ~ ..... .. . . . ..... .. . . · . . .. . ( ) 52 
( ) 53 
( ) 54 
66-69. f\. motorboat .has an engine like the one in an 
automobile. The engines of most motorboats run on 
gasoline, just as the~ engine does. However, the( _________ ) 56 
~.of some of the larger motorboats run on crude( ) 56 
oil. In some small boats the motor is attached over 
the stern and is called an outboard ~· The motor- ) ,;r 
boat does not go so fast as a car with an engine of the( ) 
58 
same power, because it is harder for the ~ to go 
through water than for the ~ to roll on land. . .... . ( ) 59 
6G--64. Ever since man has lived on the earth, he 
has had some form of wealth. He always has had things 
which are useful and valuable to him. Not everything 
which is useful is wealth. We could not live without( ) oo 
air, but ~ is not wealth. It is not ~ because 
there is an unlimited supply of it. You can get all you ( ) 61 
want of it without cost. If you own a spring, you 
can get all the water you want without ~- In 
case ~ is not wealth. But if you get water in your ( ) 63 
house through pipes, you have to ~ for it. In this 
case water is wealth ... . .. . . . ... . . ..... ...... . . . .. . ( ) 64 
[ 8 1 Go right on to the next page. 
65-67. In colonial days, the center of home life was 
the huge fireplace. This was the source of heat for 
cooking and for ~ the house. Fire making was( _________ ) 65 
difficult, since matches .were unknown. It was neces-
sary to keep a supply of live coals overnight by covering 
) 66 them with ashes. If the ~ went out, the family had'----------
to borrow~ from a neighbor ... .. . . .. ..... .. ... . ( ) 67 
68-71. Science is finding out that the 'Vater we drink 
affects ou·r lives far more than we know. Now we are 
told that the~ we drink has a great deal to do with( _________ ) 68 
the number of cavities in our teeth. It has been found 
that the presence of a chemical called fluorine in drink-
ing water will slow· down or stop tooth decay. The 
amount of ~ needed in the water to prevent tooth( _________ ) 69 
~ is so small we can hardly imagine it, onec ) 70 
part fluorine to one million parts water. Too much 
fluorine causes the enamel of the __QQ._ to become 
mottled in appearance ....... . .... · ................ . ( _________ ) 11 
72-74. The glider plane has no motor or propeller to 
thrust against the air and pull or push it forward, yet it 
can stay up in the ~ for hours at a time. Having( _________ ) 72 
no power, a~ cannot climb through the air, or evenc ) 73 
fly on the level without the help of a flying start. A ---------
glider remains aloft or rises to somewhat higher eleva-
tions only because air currents ~ it .. .. . .. . . .. .. .. ( _________ ) 74 
STOP! 
Stand. score . . . . . . . . . Gr. equiv. . . . . . . . . . Age equiv .. ....... . 
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kitten 
jump 
run 
1. baby 
.2. stairs 
3. cap 
4. see 
5. noise 
6. jolly 
7. battle 
8. river 
9. sack 
10. beast 
11. parrot 
12. bucket 
13. · bake 
14. liberty 
16. idea 
16. fix 
. 17. power 
18. remain 
19. speak 
20. tale 
21. castle 
22. correct 
23. polite 
24. feel 
25. quiet 
TEST 2. VOCABULARY 
wear cat girl chair dog 
look down ride leap 
fun 
see 
stay ask race sit 
child man ball cradle 
upon reach steps 
face 
start 
hair 
rattle 
stays 
car hat head 
water 
sound 
berry 
baby 
wash 
seat 
tell 
beat 
.merry 
play 
stream 
hold 
her do look 
slide rush 
spread toy 
fight talk 
stop 
gloomy 
muddy 
curve steamer deep 
bag lift box 
stew animal brave giant 
green 
handle 
coward 
bright song bird 
pull deer drink 
stove dish cook fry eat 
gull 
pail . 
flag 
date 
state 
perfect 
finish 
freedom 
thought 
. country 
statue 
ruler 
dream 
tear 
rain 
few 
smg 
take 
oxen 
mend stir 
move 
stay 
walk 
story 
queen 
steal dust 
place have 
peep say 
fish plate 
building 
feel 
strength 
check 
JUmp 
end 
lake· moat 
answer J om gather right nearly 
wise pretty happy · reply courteous 
cry strike push touch run 
slow weak quick still cover 
[ IO ] Go right on to the next pa ~ 
26. elect 
27. maid 
28. sure 
29. ahead 
30. terror 
31. hardly 
32. form 
33. amaze 
34. conference 
36. saintly 
36. bread 
37. gain 
38. shield 
innocent 
40. demand 
~~-ase 
final 
unworthy 
·j 
hearth ,. 
supply 
peace 
'. fer 
47. /tranl 
' ing 
48.
7 
dwj 
49'. ob ge 
! lu r~~ 
light 
old 
prea<;h 
man 
wish 
work 
choose build . 
gown girl 
certain finally sudden usually heal 
below before between above alone 
liberty fright hatred sympathy animal 
barely surely slowly softly easily 
raise solid shape away gram 
wander · vanish astonish · collect 
war discussion tax conflict 
holy 
flour 
weakly 
make 
weary sorrow 
trap 
speech 
trial 
food ' cake butter 
delay WID fresh money · pair 
arm shift conflict protect desert 
afraid strange guiltless criminal dull 
request employ 
catch 
forecast suggest · receive 
find give follow jump 
-. 
r ~Ge!~ . last 
• 
early begin 
fair useless shy 
curtail'l 
uneasy 
fireplace listen warmth 
undeserving 
funeral cabin 
suit furnish deny carry reqmre 
part scorn fruit calm vegetable 
ride pierce occur choose shift 
stage roof sword house garden 
manage erase worry favor oppose 
bend knot blossom b:il-k limb 
STOP! 
N o. right • • •.•••.. 
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TEST 1. READING : PART I 
a. The cow gives 
eggs . silk mush milk 
u<;ome, little yellow bird. Come to me. Here 
is some bread for you. Eat the bread, little 
yellow bird, then fly away home." 
1. 'The bird is big red brown small 
2. The bird ate some 
3. 
4. 
6. 
bread seeds meat fruit 
Ned has a store. Jane went to the store. She 
bought potatoes. Tom went to the store. He 
bought some meat. 
Who owns the store? 
. Jane Ned Tom ' John 
At the store Jane got 
carrots oniOns meat potatoes 
The meat was bought by· 
· Ned Jane Tom John 
At school Bob made an airplane. He used a 
barrel for the front and some boards for the seat 
and sides. He used a stick to steer the plane. 
He took Dick and Betty and Ned for a ride . 
. 6. The plane was built by 
Dick Bob Ted Betty 
7. The front of the plane was made of 
a barrel can vas a chair boards 
8. How many children went for a ride with Bob? 
two five three four 
9. Bob made his toy airplane 
at home out of paper at school with glue 
[ 2 ] Go, right on to the next page . . 
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10. 
11. 
A long time ago, many Indians lived in this 
country. Some lived in tents while . others lived 
in houses made of bark. In the bark houses, there 
was a door in front, but there were no windows. 
In the roof, a hole was left for the smoke from 
the hearth fire. 
This story tells about the houses of the 
Gypsies Puritans Indians Chinese 
The houses were made of bark skin stones logs 
12. Smoke escaped at the window side top chimney 
Susie needs a new dress. Nellie will make her 
one from a pretty piece of blue ribbon. First she 
will · cut out the dress. Then she will sew the 
seams together and the dress will be ready to 
try on the doll. 
Susie is a girl baby t child doll 
14. The dress will be cut out and sewed by 
Mother Nellie Susie Sister 
15. The girl will use the ribbon to make a . 
bow seam doll dress 
The tulip tree is a favorite with _lumbermen 
. not only because the trunks are long and straight, 
but also because they are "clean " to a great 
height. By a clean trunk · is II}eant one that is 
free from limbs. Limbs growing out from a tree 
make knots appear in the wood. The .lumber of 
a tulip tree is -free from knots for a great distance. 
16. The tulip tree makes good 
firewood lumber knots limbs 
17. A trunk that is free from limbs is said to be 
clean high favorite straight 
Wherever a iimb grows from a tree, there will be a 
root clean place tr~unk , knot 
[ 3 ] Go right on to the ne:xt page. 
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At the s~hool for the blind, the teachers had a 
hard time with Anne Sullivan. Confused, refusing 
to obey, she fought her way through classes, ac-
cepting nothing on the authority of her teachers. 
" My mind was a question mark," she says. One 
summer a young doctor became interested in her 
eyes, and after two operations the curtain of dark- _ 
ness was lifted. Excited by her new power, she 
swept through books and newspapers as a fire 
sweeps through a forest. A few years later she 
was graduated with high honor. 
19. Anne was deaf lazy blind lame 
20. An interest was taken in Anne's eyes by a 
doctor teacher dentist minister 
21. After the operation, Anne's progress in school was 
slow rapid average unchanged 
Gliding is becoming a very popular sport. A 
group of a dozen to twenty young men may form 
a gliding club and buy or make a glider. A glider 
is an airplane without a motor. It is launched into 
the air by being pulled rapidly over the ground 
until it gains flying speed. It is guided or steered 
like an airplane. By following rising air currents 
one sometimes may keep a glider in the air several 
hours. Bec~use of having no motors, gliders are 
less expensive than airplanes. 
22. The story is about sports cables gliding aJI currents 
23. Airplanes are expensive ; gliders cost 
less more twenty dollars just the same 
24. A glider is guided like 
a bicycle an airplane an automobile a boat 
25. A glider is kept in the air a considerable time by means of 
a rope or cable a motor air currents clubs 
[ 4 ] Go right on to the next pa&e. 
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The hive of the honeybee is like a human city. 
It is governed by strict laws which all the bees 
obey without question. Every bee has his special-
ized job to do. Some make the wax from which 
the honeycomb is built. Others build the honey-
comb with its variety of cells. Others act as 
policemen and will nor allow a strange bee to enter 
the hive, while still others keep the hive clean. 
26. The honeybee hive is compared to a 
hornet's nest house bird's nest human city 
27. Bees are governed by · 
queen bees strict laws drones no laws 
28. This story is about 
a human city 1 the honeybee policemen making honey 
29. The honeycomb is built from 
wax mud wood paper 
-~---------------------------
One day our class went down to Pier 15 to see 
the unloading of the " Bonita." The " Bonita " · 
had just returned to th~ U nit~d States from a trip 
to the West Indies and Central America. What a 
noise at the dock ! And what smells! We watched 
the unloading of crates of oranges and pineapples. 
Finally we had a chance to board the ship and 
walk around the deck. We could smell coffee in 
the piles of bags in the hold . . 
SO. Our class visited 
a freight train an oil tariker an airplane a freight ship 
81. The thing which impressed us most was the size of the vessel 
sailors' costumes varied smells signal flags 
82. The foreign products we saw arriving were mostly 
grams fish fruits , manufactured articles 
We went on the deck of the ship 
immediately after everything was unloaded 
with the captain before the coffee was unloaded 
l 5 ] Go right on to the next page. 
We say that wasps' nests are made of paper. 
Wasps ·do not use man-made paper for their nests. 
With his jaws a wasp will scrape off tiny bits of 
wood from boards or trees and wad them into a 
little ball, carry the ball to the nest, work it up 
into a pulp, and use this pulp to make its nest. 
Within the nest there are many cells, in each one 
of which the queen lays an egg. From the egg 
there hatches a white grub called a .larva which 
later becomes a wasp. 
34. Wasps make their nests of 
man-made paper wood pulp mud grubs 
36. To get the bits of wood, the wasps use their 
claws legs pws nests 
36. The queen lays an egg in each 
board tree nest cell 
37. Out of each egg comes a tiny 
wasp ball pulp larva 
• 
The Karakul sheep ~s an Asiatic sheep, which IS 
quite rare in the United States. This breed is 
noted especially for . the production of fine furs. 
The wool of the lambs is curly, and the pelts 
of young lambs about five days old are made into 
valuable furs such as Krimmer, Persian, and As-
trakhan. The wool of the adult sheep is so 
coarse that it is used mostly for making carpets. 
38. This story is about 
goats wool sheep fur coats 
39. The wool of the adult sheep is used for 
coats carpets , dresses hats 
40. . The pelts of the young lambs are made into 
carpets chair covers blankets furs 
[ 6 ] Go right on to the next page. 
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A journey that started in India almost two thou-
sand years ago may be ending sewn. This is the 
journey of the gypsies who first left India, the 
land of their origin, before the Christian era. 
They have been wandering ever since, making a 
living largely by horse trading. For many cen-
turies the horse-drawn gypsy wagon was their 
means of getting from one place to another and 
also their home · in stormy weather. Then came 
the automobile, and horse trading was no longer a 
practical way of making a living. Many gypsies 
bought cars and continued to travel from place to 
place, but gasoline does not grow by the wayside as 
grass does; it must be paid for. There were fewer 
and fewer ways for the gypsies to · make a living on 
the open road. More and more of the gypsies 
have now settled down in the towns and cities. 
41. The early home of the gypsies was in 
America Mrica Egypt India 
42. In stormy weather the gypsies used to live in a 
house wagon boat tent 
43. According to this paragraph, gypsies made a living largely by 
farming fortunetelling horse trading fishing 
44. · Gas does not grow by the roadside as does 
grass · money a wagon 
STOP! 
\ ( 7 J 
a car 
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PART II 
SAMPLE. - Dick, Tom, and Fred are brothers. The names<--------' • 
_________ o_f_D_I_·c_k_'s_b_r_o_th_e_r_s_a_re ___ <a_) __ a_n_d_<_b) ___ ·_·_··_·_·_·~(=============~ 
45. Spelling is an important school subject. Every 
child should learn to _J!§L correctly .................. ( ________ __; 111 
46-4.8. Tea was k:nown to be used as a drink in China 
as early as the 6th century but was not~ by the( ________ _; l& 
Europeans until about the 17th century. It was intro-
duced into ~ by a Dutch traveler who learned about( ________ _; ,7 
it in China. Millions of people in all parts of the world 
use ~ daily . .... ........... . ............... . ... ( ___________ .J a 
49-50. The crocodile bird, also called the Egyptian 
plover, rides on the crocodile's back, where he finds and 
eats insects. He even enters the mouth of the ~ to( ________ _; ~ • 
catch flies. The crocodile recognizes the plover as .a 
friend and would not ~ him . . .................... ( ________ _, n 
61-53. If you are a good reader, your eyes move( _______ ____. 
across the page regularly, seldom going back for a second 
look at what you have ___illL already. A poor~. on<---------J 
the other hand, needs to ___Q@_ back many times ....... ( ----------/ 6 
54-57. A white rat in a wire cage at the University 
of Minnesota was taught to work a machine to get his 
food. Above his wire ~ hung a chain. The rat( ________ --J & 
learned that when he pulled this, a marble would fall 
down into his. cage. When he picked this up and put it 
into a hole in the floor, food dropped into the feeding tray. 
The amount of food was small, but the (55l worked( _________ ). 1~ 
hard and did the trick enough times to get a good~·( ~«~ 
It took the rat two months to learn this method for ---------J 
~ his food ..... .. . . ...................... . ..... ( ________ _, 117 
. 58-62. Centuries ago in Madagascar a chief, who 
wished to count his army, used a plan which developed 
into a simple decimal system. As ·each of the ~( 58 
marched past the chief, a pebble was dropped in a pile on 
the ground. When there were ten pebbles in the _iliL,( 69 
one was taken out and set aside. The remaining __@}__ ( 
were picked up and used over again. When this had ~.--------
been done ten times, the chief knew that ten times ten or ( 
a _llli_ soldiers had passed by. In this way the chief---------/ 
_illL all the men in his army . ... .... . ............... ( ) 112 
[ 8 ] · Go right on to the next page. 
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63-65. When Grandma put onions and garlic on the 
stove to simmer and from the juices made a strong syrup( __ ~ ______ ) 83 
for a spring tonic and for colds, she was not as wrong as ( 
we supposed her to be. The juices of _@~L and ~ ---------J 64 
have great power to ~ certain types of germs . . . .... ( ________ -J 6S 
66-69. The largest cacao-producing region in the 
world is in the lowlands of W ~st Africa. Cacao trees 
must have a hot and moist climate such as this region 
offers. This hot and moist~. however, is not healthy( _________ ) 66 
for the white man so that natives ~o most of the ~. ( ) tlr 
Cacao often grows on small plantatwns. To start a new 
~. most of the trees of the forest have to be cleared ( ) 68 
away. After the cacao trees are planted it takes four or 
five years before the first crop can be gathered and at 
least ten years to get a full~. These trees produce( _________ ) 69 
beans which are used in the making of cocoa and 
chocolate. 
7o-74. Over two hundred years ago Benjamin 
Franklin started the first circulating library. He pro-
duced the books and hired a librarian to help take care 
the __@}_. Thus was America started on a habit of( ________ -J 7o 
· ~ that ha.s lasted ever sin_ce. . Recently ( ) 71 
the bookmobile lias been mtroduced to assist those coun- ---------
try people who li~e too far from the (721 to take advan-C ) 72 
tage of these city libraries. · The ___{ill_ is a truck which( ) 73 
travels from house .to __{ill_. This library is truly a 
circulating library ...... .. . . .. .. .. .. . . · . . . ... . .... . . ( ) 74 
STOP! 
No. right... . . .. .. Sta'lf.d. score.. . . . . . . . Gr. equifJ.. . . . . . . . . .Lge equifJ ...... . .. . 
[ 9 ] 
kitten 
jump 
run 
1. puppy 
2. peach 
3. gift 
4. blossom 
5. shop 
6. paw 
7. wait · 
8. pink 
9. wagon 
10. canoe 
11. wheat-
12. steamer 
TEST 2. VOCABULARY 
wear 
down 
cat gir 1 chair 
ride leap see 
stay ask race fun sit 
cat dog goat du.ck · 
girl leaf animal green 
ra1se glad gold present 
tree root flower branch 
Metropolitan : Elem. : S 
dog 
look 
plg 
fruit 
. 
JOY 
lower 
carnage car stage store office 
shoe fore foot stop cry 
rush stay ask pray sleep 
nnse color silk edge gray 
hose horse driver wheel cart 
water boat sleigh stick Indian 
winter grow great gram area 
coach dock plane flag 
13. photograph bureau frame gallery 
fight 
ship 
picture camera 
14. · cock 
15. circle 
16. finish 
17. bring 
18. soldier 
19. quickly 
20. divide 
21. comrade 
22. package 
23. fast 
24. minister 
25. permit · 
dish pullet rooster roost · 
' 
bicycle clown nng candle square 
commence grow supply 
buy hurry keep fill 
warn or frigate 
change 
carry 
cannon 
complete 
gunboat 
easily 
mend 
weapon 
usually only 
take 
slowly . rapidly 
add 
walk 
separate 
rival enemy cpmpamon 
train parcel porridge donkey 
soon slow feed first swift 
preacher sermon district 
foe 
highway 
church 
allow refuse correct exchange . prevent 
[ 10 ] Go right on to the next page. 
tease 
27. astonish 
28. journal 
29. cushion 
30. over 
31. safe 
32. weather 
'-. 33. next 
34. plan 
36. carJ?,o 
36. tired 
37. select 
38. hunt 
• youth 
defeat 
41. panic 
42. comfort 
43. J?,rief 
44. build 
46. g,uide 
46. confidence 
47. fair 
48. scent 
49. dwell 
60. any 
Metropolitan: Elem.a 8 
rip fight annoy drink ple_ase 
surpnse annoy sadden vanish demolish 
trip magazme building vehicle treaty 
cotton couch pillow retire puffed 
upon under beneath above aside 
risk money hard secure e~cept 
today autumn climate moist ramy 
turn now farthest best nearest 
smooth scheme 
automobile cage 
plant 
slave 
cover 
freight 
ptcmc 
canal 
rested weary old worried tested 
vote run name choose protect 
lose 
sheep 
reduce 
run look 
country 
overcome 
hide 
lady 
spy 
worth boy 
dare 
dish basket . jury 
defend 
fright party 
blanket danger ease sadness 
delay 
control 
shame short sorrow fierce letter 
bridge ready force break erect 
direct encourage slide protect 
trust religion figure truth 
fright just db liar day distant 
setting odor plot went 
road 
conflict 
penny 
house live catch healt'hy valley 
all none half many . some 
STOP/ 
No. right . . '> . . . . . . Stand. score. . . . . . . . . Gr. equiu.. . . . . . • . . Age equiu .. . .. .. .• , 
[ II ] 
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TEST 3. ARITHMETIC FUNDAMENTALS 
Add 
6 3 
+ 6 . + 9 
20 
+ 30 
Subtract 
9 
-8 
39 
- 16 
Multiply 
2 
x2 
24 
x2 
Divide 
20 
+54 
4 
-1 
2 
><7 
28 
-5 
40 
x7 
4 
+8 
8 
-7 
4 
x6 
5 
+5 
42 
+ 7 
8 
-3 
54 
-4 
4 
x5 
65 
x5 
One half of 8. is __ 
2)12 1)4 2}6 
7 
+3 
6 
+58 
15 
-8 
43 
-4 
6 
x7 
$7.18 
x4 
9 
+8 
13 
-7 
9 
><_9 
- 8 
+5 
74 
+ 68 
56 
-47 
785 
X6 
14 
-5 
6 
x6 
12 +3 =-
1}7 
8 
+7 
47 
+ 34 
17 
-9 
7 
x8 
78 
X 90 
...__ 
[ 12 1 Go right on to the next page. 
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31------------------------ 36·------------------------------
32 .. ______________________ ___ 37. __________ :.__ ______________ _ 
33. ____ ---···-·- 38.·------------------------------
34. __ __ 39 .. _ _______________________ ----
36. 40·---------------------------~--
No. right......... Stand. score......... Gr. ~quio.... . ..... Ag~ ~quio ....•••• •• 
[ 23 ] 
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N.ame . ..............•.•....••••......... Date . .............. . 19 . . 
Teacher . ........... ; ......... Grade ... . . ..... School .......••...••. 
City . ................. County ,. ................. State • ••.....•••... 
INDIVIDUAL PROFILE CHART 
METROPOLITAN AcHIEVEMENT TEsTs: ELEMENTARY BATTERY 
* Test 1 I Test 2 ;I Test 31 Test 4~ Test S: I Test '-I AVE- * t READ- VOCAB- ARITII. i..RITU. LANG. SPELL- ACH'T. 
lNG ULARY FUND. !'ROB. USAGE !NO 
12-3 - - as -12-2 - . 
12-1 -
-
. 
12-0 - . . 
11-11 -
- -11-10- 1-- . 
-
8.0 
-11-9 -
-
. 
11-8 . 
-
. 
11-7 . . 
-
11-6 . 
-11-5 - 1--
-
7.5 
11-4 . . . 
11-3 . . 
11-2 -
-11- 1 - ~ -11-0 - . 7.0 -10-11 - . . 
10-10-
-10-9 . . 
10-8 -
- -10-7 - . 
-
6.5 1--10-6 -
-10-5 . -
- -10-4 . . 
-
10-3 . 
' -
. 
10-2 - 1--
-
6.0 
-10-1 -
10-0 . . 
9-11-
9-10.- . 5.5~ -.. 9-9 -
- -] 9-8 ~ -9-7 . i -... 9-6 - -Cl 
.. 9-5 OJ -~ 9-4 -
- 5.0 -a -
·a 9-3 
-
.,. -
.,. 9-2 
-
lzl lzl 9-1 - .. -
"' 
.., 
.. 9-0 4.5~ -cos 8-11-
- -8-10 - . 
-8-9 
-
. 
8-8 J . 
8-7 
-8-6 -
-
4.0 
-8-5 
- -8-4 
-
. 
8-3 
-
. 
8-2 . . 
8-1 -
-
3.5 
-8-0 . . 
7-11 - . . 
7-10 -
- -7-9 . 
' ,;J-8 - - 3.0 -7-7 . 
-7--6 . -
7-5 - -
7-4 . 
-
7-3 
-
-
2.5 
-7-2 . . 
7-1 
-
. 
7..{) 
-
. 
6-11 . 
-6-10- f-
- - -
20 
-6-9 
- -6-8 . -
6-7 
- -6--6 . 
-6-5 
-
1.5 
-
* These two scales are independent. Only one should be used at Olle time. 
In plotting this chart, put an X in the box above the scale which is t6 be used. 
t An additional scale ill provided here in order to make it possible ta plot the 
chart in terms of norms other than those of age or grade. 
The Profile Chart is designed to furnish a graphic picture of the achievement of an individual pupU 
revealed by his test scores. In plotting the equivalents· (grade, age, or other type), open the test 
booklet and lay it fiat so that both the title page and the Profile Chart are in Tiew. Plot the equivalent 
of each test score on the proper stave and join these points to make the profile. 
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